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CHARLENECHARLENE

www.bayer-design.com



 With Charlene Super Model styling head 
(27cm) you can turn every styling idea 
into reality. You can try out many different 
hairstyles. The included  brush, comb, 
hair clips and curlers will therefore come 
really in handy to style her perfectly. You 
find some ideas for great hairstyles on 
the showbox itself. For a glamorous 
appearance a splendid make-up of 
course cannot be missed! With her long 
lashes and hairdo she is a true and 
real beauty. Stickers are also included. 
Delivered in a beautiful showbox. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

90088AA
4
SB
0.068
2.387
0.25625
1.225
95030070

4003336900880
30x16x30
66x32x32
24x16x27
1736
3612
4140
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 With Charlene Super Model styling head 
(27cm) you can turn every styling idea 
into reality. You can try out many different 
hairstyles. The included brush, comb, 
hair clips and curlers will therefore come 
really in handy to style her perfectly. You 
find some ideas for great hairstyles on 
the showbox itself. For a glamorous 
appearance a splendid make-up of 
course cannot be missed! With her long 
lashes and hairdo she is a true and real 
beauty. Stickers are also included. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

90088AK
4
SB
0.088
3.091
0.26875
1.3
95030070

4003336406238
37x16x31,5
66x39x34
24x17x27
1440
2940
3352
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 With Charlene Super Model styling 
head (27cm) you can turn every styling 
idea into reality. Thanks to the included 
brush, comb, hair clips and curlers, 
many different hair styles can be created 
whether it’s an updo, braided or open 
with decorations. For a glamorous 
appearance a splendid make-up of 
course cannot be missed! With her long 
eyelashes and her magnificent red hair, 
the hairdressing head is a true and real 
beauty. Stickers are also included for 
even more fun. Delivered in a beautiful 
showbox. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

90088BO
4
SB
0.088
3.091
0.30625
1.425
95030070

4003336416190
37x16x31
66x39x34
24x16x27
1440
2940
3352
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 Charlene Little Love is a sweet 33cm 
tall doll with function. With her long 
blonde hair and her lovely face, she is a 
real beauty. When you press Charlene 
Little Love’s tummy, she will speak 50 
sentences like I love you, You are my best 
friend, and so on. Charlene Little Love 
has a soft body and is therefore perfect 
to cuddle and hug. Charlene Little Love 
closes her eyes when she is laid down 
for sleep. With the included comb and 
hair clips wonderful hairstyles can be 
created. Due to her size Charlene Little 
Love can be easily taken whereever 
you want to go. She wears a cute dress 
with matching shoes. The delivery is 
including batteries.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93335AJ
8
SB
0.082
2.898
0.06406
0.6125
95030021

4003336403374
26x10x34
53x43x36
7x13x33
2640
5344
6632
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 Charlene is your new best friend! She 
is a beautiful 46 cm soft-bodied doll with 
sleeping eyes and 100 functions. She 
speaks 90 sentences, sings 8 songs 
and presents 2 poems. Charlene wants 
to play, sing or paint with you. She wears 
a beautiful soft pink dress and a coat 
with matching cap, socks and shoes. 
Hair clips, a comb, brush, a suitcase and 
stickers are included in the set.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94634AA
8
SBM
0.092
3.245
0.11406
1.0125
95030021

4003336400540
16x13,5x45,5
66x29x48
46x11,5x11
2592
5376
6176
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 Charlene is your new best friend! She 
is a beautiful 46 cm soft-bodied doll with 
sleeping eyes and 100 functions. She 
speaks 90 sentences, sings 8 songs 
and presents 2 poems. Charlene wants 
to play, sing, paint with or you can do 
her hair. She wears a beautiful soft pink 
dress and a coat with matching cap, 
socks and shoes. Hair clips, a mirrow, a 
comp and a suitcase are included in the 
set. Delivered in a beautiful showbox.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94635AA
8
SBM
0.095
3.357
0.11094
1.0125
95030021

4003336946352
16x14x45,5
66x30x48
46x11,5x11
2376
5040
5872
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 Charlene is your new best friend! She 
is a beautiful 46 cm soft-bodied doll with 
sleeping eyes and 100 functions. She 
speaks 90 sentences, sings 8 songs 
and presents 2 poems. Charlene wants 
to play, sing or paint with you. She wears 
a beautiful soft pink dress and a coat 
with matching cap, socks and shoes. 
Hair clips, a comb, brush, a suitcase and 
stickers are included in the set. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94635AX
4
SB
0.111
3.927
0.325
1.55
95030021

4003336400540
35,5x14x48,5
59,5x37x50,5
46x11,5x11
1096
2184
2544
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LISALISA
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 Lisa Magic Eyes is a lovely soft-body doll 
(38 cm) with functions. Just wave your 
hands infront of Lisa Magic Eyes‘ face 
and she will roll her eyes right or left and 
laugh at the same time (demo mode). 
Further sweet baby sounds as well as 
moving of the eyes are activated by 
pressing the tummy and the left hand. If 
you squeeze her right hand, Lisa Magic 
Eyes will be sad and cry. But thanks 
to the delivered pacifier the sweet doll 
can be comforted quickly and you can 
hear cute sucking sounds. More great 
role plays like feeding of the doll can be 
realised with the included bottle. Due 
to her soft-body and her cuddly outfit 
consisting of a pullover with mouse 
embroidery, trousers and matching cap, 
Lisa Magic Eyes is perfect to cuddle and 
hug.  Note: The doll has a demo mode. 
To get all functions the switch has to be 
set from DEMO to ON on the backside 
of the doll.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93844AA
6
SB
0.099
3.486
0.15556
1.06667
95030021

4003336938449
29x12x38,5
75,5x31,5x41,5
20x11x38
1854
3618
4254
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 Lisa New Born Baby is a sweet 40cm 
hard-bodied baby doll with accessories 
and sleeping eyes. Lisa New Born Baby 
has a lovely face and with its wrinkles 
on legs and arms, the doll is a real cutie. 
When you lay Lisa New Born Baby 
down, she will close her eyes. Give Lisa 
Newborn Baby her water-filled bottle 
and she has to pee into her potty. With 
the included accessories like plate, fork, 
spoon, bottle, pacifier or diaper, you can 
care about her, feed or comfort her. The 
doll wears a magnificant body with a 
colour matching cap. The delivery is in a 
beautiful showbox.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94073AD
4
SB
0.098
3.467
0.23125
1.15
95030021

4003336410297
31x18x37,5
63x38x41
40x17x11
1224
2532
2948
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 My Piccolina Interactive is a sweet 38 cm 
doll with 26 functions. If you press her 
tummy, you can hear real baby sounds. 
If you give My Piccolina Interactive her 
bottle, she will move her mouth and 
make real drinking sounds. She sucks on 
the pacifier like a real baby with sucking 
sounds. My Piccolina Interactive wears 
a cuddly soft pink romper with sheeps 
on it and a dotted cap. Attention: The 
doll has two play modus - DEMO (the 
doll moves the mouth with the pacifier), 
ON (the doll moves the mouth during 
feeding and baby sounds on the tummy 
are activated).  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93829AA
6
SB
0.075
2.643
0.15
1
95030021

4003336938296
22x14x40
66x27x42
38x21x13
2382
5040
5418
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 Piccolina Newborn Baby is a sweet 40cm 
hard-bodied baby doll with accessories 
and sleeping eyes. If you give Piccolina 
Newborn Baby her water-filled bottle, 
she has to pee immediately into her 
potty. Piccolina Newborn Baby wears 
a cute body with matching cap. A potty, 
bottle, pacifier, plastic tableware and a 
diaper are included in the set. Delivered 
in a beautiful showbox.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94071AA
4
SB
0.066
2.321
0.225
1.075
95030021

4003336940718
26x14,5x37
53x31x40
40x17x11
1764
3640
4392
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 Piccolina Love is a 42cm tall function doll 
with accessory. If you press Piccolina 
Love's right hand, you will hear sweet 
baby sounds. At the same time the baby 
doll will lovely blink with her eyes.  If you 
squeeze slightly Piccolina Love's left 
hand, she will close her eyes and make 
cute sleeping sounds. Press again her 
left hand and Piccolina Love wakes 
up happily. During feeding Piccolina 
Love moves her mouth and smacks. 
Filled with water, you simply press on 
Piccolina Love's tummy and she has 
to pee on her potty. Piccolina Love 
laughes and giggles in between. The 
function doll offers the possibility of two 
play modes. In each play mode different 
baby sounds can be heard (play mode 
1: baby sounds without crying, play 
mode 2: baby sounds including crying) 
and therefore the doll can be discovered 
again. For a lot joy of playing the set 
includes moreover a pacifier and a 
pacifier and a a pacifier chain, a bottle 
and a birth certificate. Piccolina Love 
wears a lovely body with matching

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94209AA
4
SB
0.123
4.361
0.33438
1.5975
95030021

4003336942095
36x14,5x45
74,9x40,6x40,6
42x18x11
840
1740
2088
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 Piccolina Magic Eyes is a sweet 46cm 
soft-bodied doll with functions. If you 
press her right hand, she makes different 
baby sounds, closes her eyes and falls 
asleep. Tickle her feet and she will laugh. 
If you touch her tummy, she will blink and 
be happy. If you feed her with the bottle, 
she will make drinking sounds and 
move her mouth. Additionally, an extra 
bag, bib, teddy bear, plastic tableware, 
care accessories, pacifier and a bottle 
are included in the set. Delivered in a 
beautiful showbox.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94694AA
4
SB
0.114
4.034
0.35625
1.65
95030021

4003336946949
38x14,5x44,5
60x40,5x47
46x25x11
1020
2136
2320
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 Piccolina Real Tears is a beautiful 46cm 
soft-bodied doll with features. When you 
give Piccolina the water-filled bottle, she 
smacks her lips and moves her mouth 
while drinking. When she's full, she 
burps. After feeding, she cries real tears. 
When you press Piccolina Real Tears' 
belly, she laughs happily. Thanks to her 
soft body, she is suitable for cuddling and 
snuggling. When you put the adorable 
baby doll to sleep, she closes her eyes. 
With her diverse accessories (bag, bib, 
plate, cutlery, care bottles, drinking bottle, 
teddy, pacifier, and cuddly blanket), 
children can enact various role-playing 
games.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94697AL
4
SB
0.144
5.1
0.38125
1.8
95030021

4003336415841
38,5x18,5x44,5
76x40x47,5
46x25x12
840
1788
1984
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CITY GIRLCITY GIRL
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 City Girl is a lovely hair doll (31 cm). With 
her beautiful big eyes and her trendy 
clothes, City Girl will be taken to the 
child's heart immediately. If you press 
City Girl on the tummy, she laughs or 
gives a kiss. Her long blonde hair can be 
styled with the delivered brush as well 
as with hair clips. City Girl is perfect for 
role plays of the little ones and moreover 
creative hairdos can be made. Thanks 
to her handy size, City Girl can be taken 
easily wherever you want. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93221AA
6
SB
0.057
2.017
0.11389
0.78333
95030021

4003336932218
19x12,5x33,5
58,5x27,5x35,5
14x12x31
3072
6444
7194
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 City Girl is a lovely hair doll (31 cm). With 
her beautiful big eyes and her trendy 
clothes, City Girl will be taken to the 
child's heart immediately. If you press 
City Girl on the tummy, she laughs or 
gives a kiss. Her long blonde hair can be 
styled with the delivered brush as well 
as with hair clips. City Girl is perfect for 
role plays of the little ones and moreover 
creative hairdos can be made. Thanks 
to her handy size, City Girl can be taken 
easily wherever you want. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93221AC
6
SB
0.057
2.017
0.11389
0.78333
95030021

4003336412970
19x12,5x33,5
58,5x27,5x35,5
14x12x31
3072
6444
7194
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 City Girl is a lovely hair doll (31 cm). With 
her beautiful big eyes and her trendy 
clothes, City Girl will be taken to the 
child's heart immediately. If you press 
City Girl on the tummy, she laughs or 
gives a kiss. Her long blonde hair can be 
styled with the delivered brush as well 
as with hair clips. City Girl is perfect for 
role plays of the little ones and moreover 
creative hairdos can be made. Thanks 
to her handy size, City Girl can be taken 
easily wherever you want. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93221AD
6
SB
0.057
2.017
0.11389
0.78333
95030021

4003336412987
19x12,5x33,5
58,5x27,5x35,5
14x12x31
3072
6444
7194
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 City Girl is a lovely hair doll (31 cm). With 
her beautiful big eyes and her trendy 
clothes, City Girl will be taken to the 
child's heart immediately. If you press 
City Girl on the tummy, she laughs or 
gives a kiss. Her long blonde hair can be 
styled with the delivered brush as well 
as with hair clips. City Girl is perfect for 
role plays of the little ones and moreover 
creative hairdos can be made. Thanks 
to her handy size, City Girl can be taken 
easily wherever you want. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93221AE
6
SB
0.057
2.017
0.11389
0.78333
95030021

4003336412994
19x12,5x33,5
58,5x27,5x35,5
14x12x31
3072
6444
7194
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PUPPEN PUPPEN || DOLLS DOLLS
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 The Anna Cozy Set consists of the cute 
doll Anna (32 cm), as well as a cradle 
with blanket, a bottle, a pacifier and 
another outfit. The soft-body doll Anna 
wears cute pajamas with a matching 
cap. She is ideal to hug and cuddle. For 
great excursions and nice afternoons at 
home, Anna can be changed with the 
colorful dress included in the set. Thanks 
to the bottle and pacifier the doll can be 
fed and comforted. Bedtime! With the 
cradle and the blanket, Anna falls quickly 
asleep. The Anna Cozy Set offers lots of 
great role play ideas. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93202AE
4
SB
0.079
2.806
0.21875
1.1
95030021

4003336411959
31,5x25x20
83x33x29
14x9x32
1556
3200
3624
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 Anna Prima ballerina is a cute doll with 
33cm height. If you touch the doll’s 
tummy, two classical ballet music songs 
can be heard. With her lovely face and 
her brillant blonde hair Anna Prima 
ballerina is a real beauty. When you put 
the doll to sleep, she closes her eyes. 
Thanks to its soft body the doll is perfect 
to cuddle and hug. With her adorable 
dress Anna Prima ballerina is the ideal 
companion for your next excursion.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93311AA
8
SB
0.064
2.259
0.05313
0.5125
95030021

4003336933116
20x9x35
41x39x40
13x8x33
3560
7160
7200
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 Anna Little Love is a sweet 33cm tall doll 
with function. With her long blonde hair 
and her lovely face, she is a real beauty. 
When you press Anna Little Love’s 
tummy, she will speak 100 sentences like 
I love you, You are my best friend, and 
so on. Anna Little Love has a soft body 
and is therefore perfect to cuddle and 
hug. Anna Little Love closes her eyes 
when she is laid down for sleep. With the 
included comb and hair clips wonderful 
hairstyles can be created. Due to her 
size Anna Little Love can be easily taken 
whereever you want to go. She wears 
a cute dress with matching shoes. The 
delivery is including batteries. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93335AT
8
SB
0.084
2.959
0.06719
0.625
95030021

4003336407709
26x10x34
54x42,5x36,5
7x13x33
2656
5376
6424
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 Anna First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 
inch) soft-bodied doll with sleeping 
eyes and functions. When you press 
her tummy she laughs, cries or makes 
different baby sounds (24 in total). 
Thanks to her soft body Anna First 
Words Baby is perfect for cuddling and 
hugging. When the doll is put to sleep, 
she closes her eyes. With the pacifier 
and the bottle included in the set, the 
doll can be comforted and fed. Due to 
its handy size, Anna First Words Baby 
is the ideal companion. Batteries are 
included. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93822AA
8
SB
0.098
3.478
0.0875
0.8
95030021

4003336938227
25x18x29
30,5x52,5x61,5
19x10,5x38
2352
4856
5440

28



 Anna First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 
inch) soft-bodied doll with sleeping 
eyes and functions. When you press 
her tummy she laughs, cries or makes 
different baby sounds (24 in total). 
Thanks to her soft body Anna First 
Words Baby is perfect for cuddling and 
hugging. When the doll is put to sleep, 
she closes her eyes. With the pacifier 
and the bottle included in the set, the 
doll can be comforted and fed. Due to 
its handy size, Anna First Words Baby 
is the ideal companion everywhere you 
want to go. Batteries are included.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93822AB
8
SB
0.098
3.478
0.0875
0.8
95030021

4003336414240
25x18x29
30,5x52,5x61,5
19x10,5x38
2352
4856
5440
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 Anna First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 
inch) soft-bodied doll with sleeping 
eyes and functions. When you press 
her tummy she laughs, cries or makes 
different baby sounds (24 in total). 
Thanks to her soft body Anna First 
Words Baby is perfect for cuddling and 
hugging. When the doll is put to sleep, 
she closes her eyes. With the pacifier 
and the bottle included in the set, the 
doll can be comforted and fed. Due to 
its handy size, Anna First Words Baby 
is the ideal companion everywhere you 
want to go. Batteries are included.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93822AC
8
SB
0.098
3.478
0.0875
0.8
95030021

4003336414257
25x18x29
30,5x52,5x61,5
19x10,5x38
2352
4856
5440
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 Anna First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 
inch) soft-bodied doll with sleeping 
eyes and functions. When you press 
her tummy she laughs, cries or makes 
different baby sounds (24 in total). 
Thanks to her soft body Anna First 
Words Baby is perfect for cuddling and 
hugging. When the doll is put to sleep, 
she closes her eyes. With the pacifier 
and the bottle included in the set, the 
doll can be comforted and fed. Due to 
its handy size, Anna First Words Baby 
is the ideal companion everywhere you 
want to go. Batteries are included.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93822AD
8
SB
0.098
3.478
0.0875
0.8
95030021

4003336414264
25x18x29
30,5x52,5x61,5
19x10,5x38
2352
4856
5440
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 My First Baby is a 20cm soft body doll. 
When you put the cute baby doll to sleep, 
she closes her eyes. With her soft body, 
she is perfect to cuddle and hug. Due 
to her size My First Baby can be taken 
easily to the next excursion or to the 
kindergarten. Delivery will be assorted. 
In a beautiful showbox. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

92001AF
12
SB
0.029
1.032
0.01528
0.225
95030021

4003336005769
11,5x13,5x16,5
41x37,5x19
20x7x7
12168
25128
29712
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 My First Baby is a lovely doll! The doll 
with its 28 cm has a soft body and is 
therefore perfect to hug and to cuddle. 
My First Baby will close her eyes when it 
is laid down for sleep. Thanks to the doll’s 
size, it can be taken easily wherever 
you want. The doll wears a lovely cosy 
romper with a cute heart shape sticker 
and a matching had. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

92802AS
8
SB
0.038
1.358
0.04219
0.4
95030021

4003336411799
29x12x14
40x31x31
28x8x8
6104
12320
14080
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 My First Baby is a lovely doll! The doll 
with its 28 cm has a soft body and is 
therefore perfect to hug and to cuddle. 
My First Baby will close her eyes when it 
is laid down for sleep. Thanks to the doll’s 
size, it can be taken easily wherever 
you want. The doll wears a lovely cosy 
romper with a cute heart shape sticker 
and a matching had. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

92802AT
8
SB
0.038
1.358
0.04219
0.4
95030021

4003336411898
29x12x14
40x31x31
28x8x8
6104
12320
14080
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 My First Baby is a lovely doll! The doll 
with its 28 cm has a soft body and is 
therefore perfect to hug and to cuddle. 
My First Baby will close its eyes when it 
is laid down for sleep. Thanks to the doll’s 
size, it can be taken easily wherever 
you want. The doll wears a lovely cosy 
romper with a cute heart shape sticker 
and a matching had.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

92802AU
8
SB
0.038
1.358
0.04219
0.4
95030021

4003336411904
29x12x14
40x31x31
28x8x8
6104
12320
14080
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 First Words Baby is a sweet 28cm soft-
bodied doll with sounds. The cute doll 
cries, laughs, giggles or babbles (24 
baby sounds) - activated by pressing the 
tummy. With her soft body First Words 
Baby is perfect to cuddle or hug. Thanks 
to her handy size and her cute outfit with 
matching hat First Words Baby will be 
soon the beloved companion.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

92866AA
8
SB
0.033
1.16
0.03594
0.35
95030021

4003336928662
13,5x12,5x25
32,5x62x16,3
28x12,5x8
7560
15456
17408
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 The lovely soft-body doll Funny Baby is 
30 cm tall and is dressed in a cute unicorn 
style romper with fluffy faux fur trim and 
cute horn with ears. Thanks to its soft 
body and its adorable appearance, the 
baby doll is perfect to cuddle and hug. 
Funny Baby is tired! She can suck on 
her thumb.  With her handy size the doll 
can be carried easily wherever you want.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93001AA
8
SB
0.037
1.305
0.03438
0.3375
95030021

4003336930016
13x14x25,5
40x33x28
25,5x10x30
6776
13680
15592
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 I Baby Angels is so cuddly! The 30 cm 
tall baby doll has a particularly cute 
look with her big eyes and pretty motif 
outfit. Thanks to her soft body, I Baby 
Angels can be cuddled and hugged. 
She babbles, laughs, giggles or cries 
different baby sounds as soon as you 
press her tummy. I Baby Angels can be 
fed and comforted with the bottle and 
dummy included in the set. In addition, 
the baby doll has a handy size and will 
quickly become a beloved companion. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93028AC
1
SB
0.011
0.389
0.675
0.675
95030021

4003336416527
25x14x31,5
25x14x31,5
25,5x10x30
2817
5709
6488
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 I Baby Angels is so cuddly! The 30 cm 
tall baby doll has a particularly cute 
look with her big eyes and pretty motif 
outfit. Thanks to her soft body, I Baby 
Angels can be cuddled and hugged. 
She babbles, laughs, giggles or cries 
different baby sounds as soon as you 
press her tummy. I Baby Angels can be 
fed and comforted with the bottle and 
dummy included in the set. In addition, 
the baby doll has a handy size and will 
quickly become a beloved companion. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93028AD
8
SB
0.099
3.503
0.08438
0.825
95030021

4003336416534
25x14x31,5
57,8x52x33
25,5x10x30
2464
5128
5784
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 The doctor set with doll is for all children 
who have always wanted to play doctor. 
The cute doll (33cm) babbles, laughs 
or cries sweet baby sounds when you 
press the doll on the tummy (totally 24 
baby sounds). The doll wears a lovely 
romper with sticker and a matching cap 
with a bow. Thanks to its soft body the 
doll is ideal to hug and cuddle. For great 
role plays like listening to the heartbeat, 
measuring fever or feeding the doll, the 
set includes a stethoscope, a syringe, an 
ear fever thermometer and a bottle. Due 
to its size, the doll is the ideal companion 
wherever you go.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93378AA
8
SB
0.085
3.019
0.07344
0.6875
95030021

4003336933789
34x10x26,5
42x37x55
33x8,5x8,5
2688
5376
6392
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 Kiss Baby is a cute 36cm soft body doll 
with great functions. If you touch softly 
Kiss Baby cheeks, the doll will make 
a kiss sound. The sweet baby doll 
babbles, giggles, cries and laughs like a 
real baby. The sounds are activated by 
pressing the tummy. Thanks to its soft 
body the doll is perfect to cuddle and 
hug. In order to comfort and feed the 
doll, a bottle and a pacifier are included. 
With its lovely bear patch, the wonderful 
combination consisting of pullover, 
trousers, matching cap and due to its 
size, Kiss Baby is the perfect companion 
for your next amazing excursion. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93602AA
6
SB
0.061
2.149
0.095
0.66667
95030021

4003336936025
21x11x37
44x35x39,5
16,5x10,5x36
2880
6090
7158
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 First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 inch) 
soft-bodied doll with sleeping eyes and 
functions. When you press her tummy 
she laughs, cries, giggles or makes other 
baby sounds (24 in total). Thanks to her 
soft body First Words Baby is perfect 
for the child's cuddling time. First Words 
Baby closes her eyes when she is laid 
down. Thanks to the included dummy 
and bottle the doll can be comforted 
and fed. With her beautiful outfit and 
her handy size the doll is the ideal 
companion for the kindergarten or to a 
friends. Delivery in a beautiful showbox. 
Batteries are included. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93806AA
8
SB
0.093
3.301
0.08594
0.8125
95030021

4003336938067
25x17,5x29
51,5x30x60,5
38x12,5x8
2592
5456
6048
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 First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 inch) 
soft-bodied doll with sleeping eyes and 
functions. When you press her tummy 
she laughs, cries, giggles or makes other 
baby sounds (24 in total). Thanks to her 
soft body First Words Baby is perfect 
for the child's cuddling time. First Words 
Baby closes her eyes when she is laid 
down. Thanks to the included dummy 
and bottle the doll can be comforted 
and fed. With her beautiful outfit and 
her handy size the doll is the ideal 
companion for the kindergarten or to a 
friends. Delivery in a beautiful showbox. 
Batteries are included. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93816AA
8
SB
0.097
3.426
0.08281
0.7625
95030021

4003336938166
25x17,5x29
53x30x61
38x12,5x8
2352
4904
5528
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 First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 inch) 
soft-bodied doll with sleeping eyes and 
functions. When you press her tummy 
she laughs, cries, giggles or makes other 
baby sounds (24 in total). Thanks to her 
soft body First Words Baby is perfect 
for the child's cuddling time. First Words 
Baby closes her eyes when she is laid 
down. Thanks to the included dummy 
and bottle the doll can be comforted 
and fed. With her beautiful outfit and 
her handy size the doll is the ideal 
companion for the kindergarten or to a 
friends. Delivery in a beautiful showbox. 
Batteries are included. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93824AA
8
SB
0.083
2.92
0.08281
0.7625
95030021

4003336938241
25x17,5x29
53x30x52
38x12,5x8
2816
5152
6384
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 First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 inch) 
soft-bodied doll with sleeping eyes and 
functions. When you press her tummy 
she laughs, cries, giggles or makes other 
baby sounds (24 in total). Thanks to her 
soft body First Words Baby is perfect 
for the child's cuddling time. First Words 
Baby closes her eyes when she is laid 
down. Thanks to the included dummy 
and bottle the doll can be comforted 
and fed. With her beautiful outfit and 
her handy size the doll is the ideal 
companion for the kindergarten or to a 
friends. Delivery in a beautiful showbox. 
Batteries are included. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93824BC
8
SB
0.094
3.334
0.08594
0.7875
95030021

4003336407365
25x17,5x29
52x30x60,5
38x12,5x8
2400
4928
5528
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 First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 inch) 
soft-bodied doll with sleeping eyes and 
functions. When you press her tummy 
she laughs, cries, giggles or makes other 
baby sounds (24 in total). Thanks to her 
soft body First Words Baby is perfect 
for the child's cuddling time. First Words 
Baby closes her eyes when she is laid 
down. Thanks to the included dummy 
and bottle the doll can be comforted 
and fed. With her beautiful outfit and 
her handy size the doll is the ideal 
companion for the kindergarten or to a 
friends. Delivery in a beautiful showbox. 
Batteries are included. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93824BD
8
SB
0.1
3.53
0.08594
0.7875
95030021

4003336407372
25x17,5x29
52x31x62
38x12,5x8
2400
4472
5312
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 First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 inch) 
soft-bodied doll with sleeping eyes and 
functions. When you press her tummy 
she laughs, cries, giggles or makes other 
baby sounds (24 in total). Thanks to her 
soft body First Words Baby is perfect 
for the child's cuddling time. First Words 
Baby closes her eyes when she is laid 
down. Thanks to the included dummy 
and bottle the doll can be comforted 
and fed. With her beautiful outfit and 
her handy size the doll is the ideal 
companion for the kindergarten or to a 
friends. Delivery in a beautiful showbox. 
Batteries are included. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93824CF
4
SB
0.049
1.723
0.16875
0.8
95030021

4003336413106
25x17,5x29
52,5x29,5x31,5
38x12,5x8
2464
5056
5700
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 First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 inch) 
soft-bodied doll with sleeping eyes and 
functions. When you press her tummy 
she laughs, cries, giggles or makes other 
baby sounds (24 in total). Thanks to her 
soft body First Words Baby is perfect 
for the child's cuddling time. First Words 
Baby closes her eyes when she is laid 
down. Thanks to the included dummy 
and bottle the doll can be comforted 
and fed. With her beautiful outfit and 
her handy size the doll is the ideal 
companion for the kindergarten or to a 
friends. Delivery in a beautiful showbox. 
Batteries are included. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93825AA
8
SB
0.094
3.306
0.08281
0.7625
95030021

4003336938258
25x17,5x29
60x30x52
38x12,5x8
2568
4984
6048
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 First Words Baby is a 38 cm (18 inch) 
soft-bodied doll with sleeping eyes and 
functions. When you press her tummy 
she laughs, cries, giggles or makes other 
baby sounds (24 in total). Thanks to her 
soft body First Words Baby is perfect 
for the child's cuddling time. First Words 
Baby closes her eyes when she is laid 
down. Thanks to the included dummy 
and bottle the doll can be comforted 
and fed. With her beautiful outfit and 
her handy size the doll is the ideal 
companion for the kindergarten or to a 
friends. Delivery in a beautiful showbox. 
Batteries are included. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93826AA
8
SB
0.083
2.92
0.08281
0.7625
95030021

4003336938265
25x17,5x29
53x30x52
38x12,5x8
2816
5152
6384
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 First Words Baby has a size of approx. 
38 cm. The cute doll with its lovely face 
cries, laughs or babbles (totally 24 
babysounds) when you touch its tummy. 
With its soft-body Piccolina First Words 
Baby is perfect to hug or to cuddle. The 
doll wears a beautiful outfit including 
matching cap. Due to its size, the doll 
can be easily taken wherever you want. 
The set includes a pacifier and a bottle 
to feed and to comfort the doll. Delivery 
will be assorted and includes batteries. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93863AU
6
SB
0.073
2.575
0.10417
0.71667
95030021

4003336411645
24x11x38,5
50x36x40,5
38x11x11,5
2436
4866
5220
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 The doctor set includes a 38 cm tall 
baby doll with functions and many 
accessories for imaginative role-playing. 
The adorable soft-bodied doll gets red 
cheeks when you wave in front of her 
face (in demo mode). When you switch 
to play mode on the back of the doll, her 
cheeks turn red as soon as you press 
on her stomach and she whines. If she 
laughs when you touch her stomach, 
Doctor Baby is happy and she is healthy 
again. Thanks to the stethoscope, 
syringe, thermometer, and bottle, the 
little darling can be treated and cared for. 
Note: By switching from demo mode to 
ON on the back of the doll, all functions 
are activated.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93878AA
4
SB
0.05
1.774
0.20938
0.975
95030021

4003336938784
30,3x12,6x27,3
62x27x30
38x11x11
2364
4788
5392

52



 Interactive Baby has a size of approx. 
40 cm. The cute doll with its lovely 
face cries, laughs or babbles (totally 
12 babysounds) when you touch its 
tummy. Interactive Baby is modelled 
with cute little curls on its head. With its 
soft-body the doll is perfect to hug or to 
cuddle. The doll wears a beautiful outfit 
consisting of a dungaree with patch, shirt 
and matching cap.    

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94001AH
8
SB
0.11
3.896
0.09375
0.8375
95030021

4003336410013
25x17,5x32
51,5x31,5x68
28x11,5x40
2152
4456
4960
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 Interactive Baby has a size of approx. 
40 cm. The cute doll with its lovely 
face cries, laughs or babbles (totally 
12 baby sounds) when you touch its 
tummy. Interactive Baby is modelled 
with cute little curls on its head. With its 
soft-body the doll is perfect to hug or to 
cuddle. The doll wears a beautiful outfit 
consisting of a dungaree with patch, shirt 
and matching cap.     

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94001AI
8
SB
0.109
3.858
0.09375
0.85
95030021

4003336410020
25x18x32
51x31,5x68
28x11,5x40
2152
4456
4960

54



 The cute doll (42cm) just looks like a 
real baby. The baby was  designed 
anatomically  correct (girl) and modelled 
with loving details such as body 
wrinkles, realistic hands, feet and face. 
With this doll all doll mums/dads learn 
responsibility through playing. The doll is 
waterproof and can therefore be taken in 
the bathtub. Note: Only to be washed in 
clear water. Please ensure that there is 
no water left inside the doll.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94200AA
8
HEA-FO
0.067
2.372
0.08828
0.7875
95030021

4003336942002
13x21x42
40x39,5x42,5
42x18x12
3360
7160
7200
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 The cute doll (42cm) just looks like a 
real baby. The baby was  designed 
anatomically  and modeled with loving 
details such as body folds, realistic 
hands, feet and face. With this doll all 
doll mums learn responsibility through 
playing.  The doll is waterproof and can 
therefore be taken in the bathtub. Note: 
Only to be washed in clear water. Please 
ensure that no residual traces of water 
are left inside the doll. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94200AB
8
HEA-FO
0.066
2.314
0.08828
0.7875
95030021

4003336000030
13x21x42
40x39x42
42x18x12
3520
7160
7200
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  The cute doll (42cm) just looks like a 
real baby. The baby was designed 
anatomically correct (girl) and modelled 
with loving details such as body 
wrinkles, realistic hands, feet and face. 
With this doll all doll mums/dads learn 
responsibility through playing. The doll is 
waterproof and can therefore be taken in 
the bathtub.  Note: Only to be washed in 
clear water. Please ensure that there is 
no water left inside the doll. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94200AC
8
HEA-FO
0.066
2.314
0.08828
0.7875
95030021

4003336000047
13x21x42
40x39x42
42x18x12
3520
7160
7200
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  The cute doll (42cm) just looks like a 
real baby. The baby was designed 
anatomically correct (girl) and modelled 
with loving details such as body 
wrinkles, realistic hands, feet and face. 
With this doll all doll mums/dads learn 
responsibility through playing. The doll is 
waterproof and can therefore be taken in 
the bathtub.  Note: Only to be washed in 
clear water. Please ensure that there is 
no water left inside the doll. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94200AD
8
HEA-FO
0.067
2.372
0.08828
0.7875
95030021

4003336000054
13x21x42
40x39,5x42,5
42x18x12
3360
7160
7200

58



 Hello Baby with her soft-body is perfect 
to cuddle and hug. Hello Baby is a 46 cm 
doll with functions and sleeping eyes. 
If you give her the bottle, she happily 
smacks and moves her mouth like a real 
baby. Press her hands and cute baby 
sounds can be heard. When you tickle 
her tummy she also laughs. She closes 
her eyes when she falls asleep and is 
laid down. Hello Baby wears a lovely 
pink romper with matching cap.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94682AA
4
SB
0.087
3.069
0.325
1.425
95030021

4003336946826
43x17x26,5
55x35,5x44,5
46x12x11
1280
2640
3164
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 Hello Baby Boy invites you to cuddle. 
Hello Baby Boy is a 46 cm soft-bodied 
doll with functions and sleeping eyes. 
If you give him the bottle, he happily 
smacks and moves his mouth like a real 
baby. He closes his eyes when he falls 
asleep. When you tickle his tummy he 
also laughs. Hello Baby Boy wears a 
lovely blue romper with matching cap. 
Delivered in a beautiful showbox.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

94683AA
4
SB
0.087
3.069
0.32563
1.425
95030021

4003336946833
42,5x17x26,5
44,5x35,5x55
46x12x11
1280
2640
3164
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 The cute New Born Baby doll is approx. 
36cm. With its lovely details like little 
wrinkles on the body and the precisely 
modelled hands and feet the doll has 
a lifelike look. The sweet outfit consists 
of a shirt, underpants, a cap and shoes 
which give the doll a unique new born 
baby appearance. With the included 
sewing diapers and the pacifier first 
role plays of the little ones are possible. 
Moreover the doll can be bathed. Due 
to its handy size the doll can be easily 
taken wherever you want. Note: Please 
bath the doll only in clear water and 
make sure afterwards that there is no 
water left in the doll.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

93600AA
8
SB
0.119
4.188
0.11563
1.05
95030021

4003336936001
34x15x26
61x36x54
16x12x36
1968
4080
4400

61



 With the Super Model make-up head all 
girls can be a stylist. The deluxe styling 
head is 27 cm has a lovely face and 
beautiful blonde hair. With the included 
accessories like hair clips, curlers, a 
brush and comb, you can do her hair as 
often as you want . To make the styling 
complete a perfect make-up cannot 
be missed. Delivery is in a beautiful 
showbox. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

90005AB
4
SB
0.084
2.982
0.4
1.85
95030070

4003336000337
37x16x31
64,5x38,5x34
24,5x16x27
1508
2952
3432

62



 With the Top Model styling head (27cm) 
you can turn every styling idea into 
reality. Thanks to the included brush, 
comb, hair clips and curlers many 
different hairdos can be realised. For 
a glamorous appearance a splendid 
make-up cannot be missed! With her 
long blonde hair the Top Model styling 
head is a true and real beauty. Delivered 
in a beautiful showbox. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

90012AG
6
SB
0.096
3.389
0.13889
0.98333
95030070

4003336410488
33x13,5x31
42,5x35x64,5
27x11,5x24,5
1782
3708
4338
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 With the Top Model styling head (27cm) 
you can turn every styling idea into 
reality. Thanks to the included brush, 
comb, hair clips and curlers many 
different hairdos can be realised. For 
a glamorous appearance a splendid 
make-up cannot be missed! With her 
long blonde hair the Top Model styling 
head is a true and real beauty. Delivered 
in a beautiful showbox. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

90012AK
6
SB
0.087
3.06
0.13611
0.93333
95030070

4003336413410
30x13,5x31
43x31x65
27x11,5x24,5
2064
4032
4746

64
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 Classic Deluxe is a beautiful dolls pram 
and it is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. 
The shoulder bag and shopping basket 
are convenient for everything which is 
needed for a day trip with mum and her 
little darling.For an easy transport, the 
pram can be folded up quickly. Delivery 
in a beautiful showbox.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

12151AA
1
KTWB
0.057
2.02
4.1
5.1
95030010

4003336121513
44x20x65
44x20x65
70x42x89
529
1080
1202

66



 Smarty is a beautiful modern coloured 
doll’s pram and suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. The integrated shopping basket are 
convenient for everything that is needed 
for a day trip with the doll's mum and her 
little darling. The case cover protects 
the doll or plush toy from the sun or 
wind. With the plate, fork and spoon the 
plush toy or the doll can be feeded. To 
comfort the doll a pacifier also comes 
along in the dolls‘ pram set. All plastic 
accessories can be easily carried in the 
colour matching bag.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

12249AB
6
SB
0.083
2.939
0.25
1.96667
95030010

4003336413076
0x0x0
50x32x52
58x38,5x55,5
2112
4440
5148

67



 This beautiful doll's pram set includes a 
lovely doll's stroller with matching bag, a 
First Words Baby doll and accessories. 
The doll's stroller has an amazing heart 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 42 
cm. The underneath shopping basket 
and the shoulder bag offer plenty of 
space for everything needed. First 
Words Baby (33cm) has a soft-body and 
laughs, cries and giggles baby sounds 
when you press its tummy. Thanks to 
the included plate, fork, spoon and bottle 
the cute doll can be fed or comfort with 
the pacifier. The set is ideal for first role 
plays with the doll.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

12554AB
4
SB
0.084
2.967
0.5125
2.3
95030010

4003336411744
34x10x59
40x35x60
38x57x58
1344
2868
3080

68



 The doll's pram Cocomelon has a lovely 
design and with its blanket and matching 
pillow the doll can fall in sweet dreams. 
The doll’s pram is suitable for dolls up 
to 46 cm. The bicolored frame with the 
modern color matching wheels as well as 
the adorable sun hood give Cocomelon 
its fantastic look. The integrated basket 
and the shoulder bag offer a lot storage 
space for everything needed for a trip 
with the favourite doll. Thanks to the big 
wheels, the doll’s pram Cocomelon can 
be driven easily on uneven areas. For 
transportation or storage reasons the 
doll’s pram can be folded. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

12711AA
4
SB
0.097
3.414
0.55
2.45
95030010

4003336127119
33,5x11x58
45x35,5x60,5
63x34x58
1176
2436
2820
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 The doll's pram COSY has a lovely 
design and with its blanket and matching 
pillow the doll can fall in sweet dreams. 
The doll’s pram is suitable for dolls up 
to 46 cm. The bicolored frame with the 
modern color matching wheels as well 
as the adorable sun hood give COSY 
its fantastic look. The integrated basket 
and the shoulder bag offer a lot storage 
space for everything needed for a trip 
with the favourite doll. Thanks to the 
big wheels, the doll’s pram COSY can 
be driven easily on uneven areas. For 
transportation or storage reasons the 
doll’s pram can be folded.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

12733AA
4
KTWB
0.096
3.401
0.625
2.75
95030010

4003336127331
34x12,5x59
48x34x59
63x34x58
1276
2620
2660
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 This colourful doll accessory set consists 
of the Cosy doll's pram with cushion and 
blanket, a doll's bed and a matching 
shoulder bag. The doll's pram COSY has 
a lovely design and with its blanket and 
matching pillow the doll can fall in sweet 
dreams. The doll’s pram is suitable for 
dolls up to 46 cm. The bicolored frame 
with the modern color matching wheels 
as well as the adorable sun hood give 
COSY its fantastic look. Thanks to the 
big wheels, the doll’s pram COSY can 
be driven easily on uneven areas. For 
transportation or storage reasons the 
doll’s pram can be folded. In addition, 
the integrated basket offers plenty of 
storage space for everything needed. 
Thanks to the pillow and the blanket, the 
doll can also fall asleep at home in the 
doll's bed. The matching shoulder bag 
is the ideal companion for a great walk 
outside with the Cosy doll’s pram. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

12749AB
4
SB
0.098
3.469
0.68125
3
95030010

4003336413656
33,5x11x58
46x35x61
63x34x58
1176
2496
2880
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 The doll's pram COSY has a lovely 
design and with its blanket and matching 
pillow the doll can fall in sweet dreams. 
The doll’s pram is suitable for dolls up 
to 46 cm. The modern color matching 
wheels as well as the adorable sun 
hood give COSY its fantastic look. The 
integrated basket and the shoulder bag 
offer a lot storage space for everything 
needed for a trip with the favourite doll. 
Thanks to the big wheels, the doll’s pram 
COSY can be driven easily on uneven 
areas. For transportation or storage 
reasons the doll’s pram can be folded. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

12754AA
4
KTWB
0.096
3.401
0.625
2.75
95030010

4003336127546
34x12,5x59
48x34x59
63x34x58
1276
2620
2660
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 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13002AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130027
36x11,5x55
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800
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 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13008AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130089
36x11,5x54
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800
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 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13010AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130102
36x11,5x54
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800
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 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13012AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130126
36,5x11,5x54
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800
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 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13013AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130133
36,5x11,5x54
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800

77



 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13014AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130140
36,5x11,5x54
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800

78



 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13029AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130294
36x11,5x55
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800

79



 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13037AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130379
36x11,5x54
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800
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 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories.    

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13052AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130522
36,5x11,5x54
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800

81



 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13054AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130546
36x11,5x54
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800

82



 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13057AA
3
KTWB
0.081
2.855
0.98889
3.3
95030010

4003336130577
36x11,5x55
38x37x57,5
67x41x68
1080
2304
2673
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 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
modern colour. It is suitable for dolls up 
to 46 cm. Due to the adjustable handle, 
the doll's pram can be adjusted to the 
child's size. With its big wheels it can 
be easily driven on uneven ground. In 
addition, the pram can be quickly folded 
for an easy transport or to safe space. 
The integrated shopping basket and the 
included shoulder bag offer plenty of 
space for all needed things. Moreover 
the set includes a doll travel bed for even 
more fun. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13057AB
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.925
3.925
95030010

4003336000153
36x11,5x56
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800

84



 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13067AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130676
36x11,5x55
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800

86



 Trendy is a beautiful doll's pram in 
fashionable colours and is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm/18 inch. With its 
adjustable handle, this pram is already 
suitable for the little ones and will grow 
with them. With its four big wheels 
it is perfect for uneven grounds. For 
transportation or storage, the pram can 
be folded up quickly. The integrated 
shopping basket can store everything 
which is needed for a trip with the doll. 
The colour matching shoulder bag offers 
also space for accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13078AA
4
KTWB
0.102
3.592
0.79375
3.4
95030010

4003336130782
36x11,5x55
48x37,5x56,5
67x41x68
1152
2432
2800
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 City Star is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram. The removable carrycot is 
suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. Due to 
the adjustable handle (30 - 65 cm) this 
doll's pram is easily adaptable to your 
child's height. Furthermore City Star is 
convertible to a pushchair in just a few 
seconds and with its big wheels perfect 
for all-terrain areas. Thanks to the 
removable carry cot the little darling can 
be taken easily wherever you want. The 
accompanying changing bag as well 
as the integrated shopping basket offer 
space for all need doll accessories.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13633AA
4
KTWB
0.147
5.182
0.8875
3.875
95030010

4003336136333
34,5x17,5x55,5
71,5x36x57
72,5x37x65
768
1584
1840

88



 City Star is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram. The removable carrycot is 
suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. Due to 
the adjustable handle (30 - 65 cm) this 
doll's pram is easily adaptable to your 
child's height. Furthermore City Star is 
convertible to a pushchair in just a few 
seconds and with its big wheels perfect 
for all-terrain areas. Thanks to the 
removable carry cot the little darling can 
be taken easily wherever you want. The 
accompanying changing bag as well 
as the integrated shopping basket offer 
space for all need doll accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13654AA
4
KTWB
0.143
5.039
0.8125
3.6
95030010

4003336136548
34,5x17x54,5
70,5x35,5x57
72,5x37x65
768
1632
1976
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 City Star is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram. The removable carrycot 
is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. With 
its adjustable handle (30 - 65 cm) this 
doll's pram is easily adaptable to your 
child's height. Furthermore this pram is 
convertible to a jogger pushchair and 
with its big wheels perfect for all-terrain 
areas. The accompanying changing bag 
comes in handy for all the necessary doll 
equipment the little doll mum might need. 
Also it's possible to use the integrated 
shopping basket for more storage space. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13666AA
4
KTWB
0.143
5.039
0.8125
3.6
95030010

4003336136661
34,5x17x54,5
70,5x35,5x57
72,5x37x65
768
1632
1976

90



 City Star is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram. The removable carrycot 
is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. With 
its adjustable handle (30 - 65 cm) this 
doll's pram is easily adaptable to your 
child's height. Furthermore this pram is 
convertible to a jogger pushchair and 
with its big wheels perfect for all-terrain 
areas. The accompanying changing bag 
comes in handy for all the necessary doll 
equipment the little doll mum might need. 
Also it's possible to use the integrated 
shopping basket for more storage space. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13667AA
4
KTWB
0.143
5.039
0.8125
3.6
95030010

4003336136678
34,5x17x54,5
70,5x35,5x57
72,5x37x65
768
1632
1976
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 City Star is modern-designed combi 
doll's pram. The removable carrycot is 
suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. Due to 
the adjustable handle (30 - 65 cm) this 
doll's pram is easily adaptable to your 
child's height. Furthermore this pram is 
convertible to a jogger pushchair and 
with its big wheels perfect for all-terrain 
areas. The accompanying changing bag 
comes in handy for all the necessary doll 
equipment the little doll mum might need. 
Also it's possible to use the integrated 
shopping basket for more storage space. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13669AA
4
KTWB
0.143
5.039
0.81875
3.6
95030010

4003336136692
34,5x17x54,5
70,5x35,5x57
72,5x37x65
768
1632
1976
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 City Star is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram. The removable carrycot 
is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. With 
its adjustable handle (30 - 65 cm) this 
doll's pram is easily adaptable to your 
child's height. Furthermore this pram is 
convertible to a jogger pushchair and 
with its big wheels perfect for all-terrain 
areas. The accompanying changing bag 
comes in handy for all the necessary doll 
equipment the little doll mum might need. 
Also it's possible to use the integrated 
shopping basket for more storage space. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

13671AA
4
KTWB
0.147
5.182
0.8875
3.875
95030010

4003336136715
34,5x17,5x55,5
71,5x36x57
72x37x68
768
1584
1840
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 The Combi Grande is a modern versatile 
doll's pram with a removable carrycot. If 
you take out the carrycot, you can change 
the doll's pram into a pushchair within 
seconds. It's suitable for dolls of about 
38 - 46cm. Thanks to the adjustable 
handle, the doll's pram is even suitable 
for little doll mums. For an easy transport 
the pram can be folded simply. The 
shopping basket and shoulder bag are 
convenient for everything that is needed 
for a day trip with mum and her little 
darling.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

15012AA
3
KTWB
0.12
4.223
1.15556
3.83333
95030010

4003336150124
35,5x18x53,5
58,5x36,5x56
77x43x75
765
1536
1758
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 The Combi Grande is a modern versatile 
doll’s pram with a removable carrycot. If 
you take out the carrycot, you can change 
the doll’s pram into a pushchair within 
seconds. It’s suitable for dolls of up to 46 
cm / 18 inch. Thanks to the adjustable 
handle, the doll’s pram is even suitable 
for the little ones. For an easy transport 
the pram can be folded simply. The 
shopping basket and shoulder bag are 
convenient for everything that is needed 
for a day trip with the doll. The set also 
includes a travel cot for dolls, a bottle 
for dolls, dolls carrier, pacifier, plastic 
tableware and bottles for care agent. 
Therefore, many different role plays are 
possible.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

15012AB
3
KTWB
0.116
4.093
1.16667
4.66667
95030010

4003336000177
35x18,5x52,5
58x36x55,5
77x43x75
768
1584
1833
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 The Combi Grande is a modern versatile 
doll's pram with a removable carrycot. If 
you take out the carrycot, you can change 
the doll's pram into a pushchair within 
seconds. It's suitable for dolls of about 
38 - 46cm. Thanks to the adjustable 
handle, the doll's pram is even suitable 
for little doll mums. For an easy transport 
the pram can be folded simply. The 
shopping basket and shoulder bag are 
convenient for everything that is needed 
for a day trip with mum and her little 
darling. The set also includes a travel cot 
for dolls, a bottle for dolls, dolls carrier, 
pacifier, plastic tableware and bottles for 
care agent. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

15051AB
3
KTWB
0.12
4.223
1.4
4.56667
95030010

4003336005189
35,5x18x53,5
58,5x36,5x56
77x43x75
765
1536
1758
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 The Combi Grande is a modern versatile 
doll's pram with a removable carrycot. 
If you take out the carrycot, you can 
change the doll's pram into a pushchair 
within seconds. It's suitable for dolls 
up to 46cm. Thanks to the adjustable 
handle, the doll's pram is even suitable 
for little doll mums. For an easy transport 
the pram can be folded simply. The 
shopping basket and shoulder bag are 
convenient for everything that is needed 
for a day trip with mum and her little 
darling. The set also includes a travel cot 
for dolls, a bottle for dolls, dolls carrier, 
pacifier, plastic tableware and bottles for 
care agent.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

15054AB
3
KTWB
0.12
4.223
1.4
4.56667
95030010

4003336405255
35,5x18x53,5
58,5x36,5x56
77x43x75
765
1536
1758
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 The Combi Grande is a modern versatile 
doll's pram with a removable carrycot. If 
you take out the carrycot, you can change 
the doll's pram into a pushchair within 
seconds. It's suitable for dolls of about 
38 - 46cm. Thanks to the adjustable 
handle, the doll's pram is even suitable 
for little doll mums. For an easy transport 
the pram can be folded simply. The 
shopping basket and shoulder bag are 
convenient for everything that is needed 
for a day trip with mum and her little 
darling.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

15057AA
3
SB
0.099
3.488
1.13333
3.76667
95030010

4003336150575
34,5x17x51
52x35,5x53,5
77x43x75
792
1656
2055
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 The combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. With its adjustable handle, this doll's 
pram is easily adaptable to your child's 
height; also, it's possible to mount the 
carrycot in direction of travel or towards 
your child. With the reversible handle a 
change of the direction is also possible. 
The doll’s pram can be easily converted 
to a pushchair with press buttons and 
with the change of the angle of the 
carrycot. The carrycot’s cover will either 
way; if she's sitting or lying in the pram; 
protect the little doll from sun and wind. 
The swivel front wheels assure a stable 
cornering. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything stored.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17007AA
2
KTWB
0.047
1.674
1.95
4.2
95030010

4003336170078
37x13x43
39x27x45
65x38x72
1260
2640
2938
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 The combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. With its adjustable handle, this doll's 
pram is easily adaptable to your child's 
height; also, it's possible to mount the 
carrycot in direction of travel or towards 
your child. With the reversible handle a 
change of the direction is also possible. 
The doll’s pram can be easily converted 
to a pushchair with press buttons and 
with the change of the angle of the 
carrycot. The carrycot’s cover will either 
way; if she's sitting or lying in the pram; 
protect the little doll from sun and wind. 
The swivel front wheels assure a stable 
cornering. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything stored. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17015AA
2
KTWB
0.047
1.674
1.95
4.2
95030010

4003336170153
37x13x43
39x27x45
65x38x72
1260
2640
2938
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 The combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. With its adjustable handle, this doll's 
pram is easily adaptable to your child's 
height; also, it's possible to mount the 
carrycot in direction of travel or towards 
your child. With the reversible handle a 
change of the direction is also possible. 
The doll’s pram can be easily converted 
to a pushchair with press buttons and 
with the change of the angle of the 
carrycot. The carrycot’s cover will either 
way; if she's sitting or lying in the pram; 
protect the little doll from sun and wind. 
The swivel front wheels assure a stable 
cornering. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything stored. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17016AA
2
KTWB
0.047
1.674
1.95
4.2
95030010

4003336170160
37x13x43
39x27x45
65x38x72
1260
2640
2938
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 The combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. With its adjustable handle, this doll's 
pram is easily adaptable to your child's 
height; also, it's possible to mount the 
carrycot in direction of travel or towards 
your child. With the reversible handle a 
change of the direction is also possible. 
The doll’s pram can be easily converted 
to a pushchair with press buttons and 
with the change of the angle of the 
carrycot. The carrycot’s cover will either 
way; if she's sitting or lying in the pram; 
protect the little doll from sun and wind. 
The swivel front wheels assure a stable 
cornering. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything stored. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17023AA
2
KTWB
0.047
1.674
1.95
4.2
95030010

4003336170238
37x13x43
39x27x45
65x38x72
1260
2640
2938
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 The combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. With its adjustable handle, this doll's 
pram is easily adaptable to your child's 
height; also, it's possible to mount the 
carrycot in direction of travel or towards 
your child. With the reversible handle a 
change of the direction is also possible. 
The doll’s pram can be easily converted 
to a pushchair with press buttons and 
with the change of the angle of the 
carrycot. The carrycot’s cover will either 
way; if she's sitting or lying in the pram; 
protect the little doll from sun and wind. 
The swivel front wheels assure a stable 
cornering. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything stored.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17031AA
2
KTWB
0.047
1.674
1.95
4.2
95030010

4003336170313
37x13x43
39x27x45
65x38x72
1260
2640
2938
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 The combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. With its adjustable handle, this doll's 
pram is easily adaptable to your child's 
height; also, it's possible to mount the 
carrycot in direction of travel or towards 
your child. With the reversible handle a 
change of the direction is also possible. 
The doll’s pram can be easily converted 
to a pushchair with press buttons and 
with the change of the angle of the 
carrycot. The carrycot’s cover will either 
way; if she's sitting or lying in the pram; 
protect the little doll from sun and wind. 
The swivel front wheels assure a stable 
cornering. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything stored.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17033AA
2
KTWB
0.047
1.674
1.95
4.2
95030010

4003336170337
37x13x43
39x27x45
65x38x72
1260
2640
2938
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 This big doll’s pram set consists out of 
a doll’s pram, a bed, a sleeping bag, a 
doll carrier and plastic accessories. The 
combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm / 18 inch. With its adjustable handle, 
this doll's pram is easily adaptable to 
your child's height; also, it's possible to 
attach the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. With the reversible 
handle a change of the direction is also 
possible. The doll’s pram can be easily 
converted to a pushchair with press 
buttons and with the change of the 
angle of the carrycot. The swivel front 
wheels assure a stable cornering. The 
accompanying bag fits perfect to the 
colour combination of the doll’s pram. To 
put the doll to sleep, the set moreover 
includes a sleeping bag and a bed. 
Thanks to the doll carrier it is also easy to 
carry the doll around. For even more fun 
a bottle, a pacifier, cutlery and nursery 
bottles are in the set. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17033AB
2
KTWB
0.049
1.747
0
1.95
95030010

4003336417197
36,5x9,5x60
38x21x62
65x38x72
1224
2544
2936
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 The combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. With its adjustable handle, this doll's 
pram is easily adaptable to your child's 
height; also, it's possible to mount the 
carrycot in direction of travel or towards 
your child. With the reversible handle a 
change of the direction is also possible. 
The doll’s pram can be easily converted 
to a pushchair with press buttons and 
with the change of the angle of the 
carrycot. The carrycot’s cover will either 
way; if she's sitting or lying in the pram; 
protect the little doll from sun and wind. 
The swivel front wheels assure a stable 
cornering. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything stored.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17054AA
2
KTWB
0.047
1.674
1.95
4.2
95030010

4003336170542
37x13x43
39x27x45
65x38x72
1260
2640
2938
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 The combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. With its adjustable handle, this doll's 
pram is easily adaptable to your child's 
height; also, it's possible to mount the 
carrycot in direction of travel or towards 
your child. With the reversible handle a 
change of the direction is also possible. 
The doll’s pram can be easily converted 
to a pushchair with press buttons and 
with the change of the angle of the 
carrycot. The carrycot’s cover will either 
way; if she's sitting or lying in the pram; 
protect the little doll from sun and wind. 
The swivel front wheels assure a stable 
cornering. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything stored.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17058AA
2
KTWB
0.047
1.674
1.95
4.2
95030010

4003336170580
37x13x43
39x27x45
65x38x72
1260
2640
2938
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 The combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. With its adjustable handle, this doll's 
pram is easily adaptable to your child's 
height; also, it's possible to mount the 
carrycot in direction of travel or towards 
your child. With the reversible handle a 
change of the direction is also possible. 
The doll’s pram can be easily converted 
to a pushchair with press buttons and 
with the change of the angle of the 
carrycot. The carrycot’s cover will either 
way; if she's sitting or lying in the pram; 
protect the little doll from sun and wind. 
The swivel front wheels assure a stable 
cornering. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything stored.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17060AA
2
KTWB
0.047
1.674
1.95
4.2
95030010

4003336170603
37x13x43
39x27x45
65x38x72
1260
2640
2938
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 The combi doll’s pram XEO has a modern 
design and is suitable for dolls up to 46 
cm. With its adjustable handle, this doll's 
pram is easily adaptable to your child's 
height; also, it's possible to mount the 
carrycot in direction of travel or towards 
your child. With the reversible handle a 
change of the direction is also possible. 
The doll’s pram can be easily converted 
to a pushchair with press buttons and 
with the change of the angle of the 
carrycot. The carrycot’s cover will either 
way; if she's sitting or lying in the pram; 
protect the little doll from sun and wind. 
The swivel front wheels assure a stable 
cornering. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything stored.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

17080AA
2
KTWB
0.047
1.674
1.95
4.2
95030010

4003336170801
37x13x43
39x27x45
65x38x72
1260
2640
2938
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 City Neo is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. Due to its adjustable handle (59 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also it's possible to 
insert the carry case in direction of travel 
or towards your child. With the attached 
snaps the doll's pram is convertible to 
a jogger pushchair. The cases' cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying 
in the pram; protect the little doll from 
the sun and wind.  The pivoted front 
wheels guarantee a stable cornering. 
For transportation City Neo can easily 
be folded. The accompanying changing 
bag comes in handy for all the necessary 
doll equipment which the little doll mum 
might need.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18108AA
2
KTWB
0.092
3.241
2.35
5.2
95030010

4003336181081
39,5x15,5x63
41,5x33,5x66
82x38,5x79
666
1386
1596
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 City Neo is a modern-designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. Due to its adjustable handle (59 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also it's possible to 
insert the carry case in direction of travel 
or towards your child. With the attached 
snaps the doll's pram is convertible to 
a jogger pushchair. The cases' cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying 
in the pram; protect the little doll from 
the sun and wind.  The pivoted front 
wheels guarantee a stable cornering. 
For transportation City Neo can easily 
be folded. The accompanying changing 
bag comes in handy for all the necessary 
doll equipment which the little doll mum 
might need.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18125AA
2
KTWB
0.092
3.241
2.35
5.2
95030010

4003336181258
39,5x15,5x63
41,5x33,5x66
82x38,5x79
666
1386
1596
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 City Neo is a modern-designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. Due to its adjustable handle (59 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also it's possible to 
insert the carry case in direction of travel 
or towards your child. With the attached 
snaps the doll's pram is convertible to 
a jogger pushchair. The cases' cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying 
in the pram; protect the little doll from 
the sun and wind.  The pivoted front 
wheels guarantee a stable cornering. 
For transportation City Neo can easily 
be folded. The accompanying changing 
bag comes in handy for all the necessary 
doll equipment which the little doll mum 
might need.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18137AA
2
KTWB
0.092
3.241
2.35
5.2
95030010

4003336181371
39,5x15,5x63
41,5x33,5x66
83x39x81
666
1386
1596
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 City Neo is a modern-designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. Due to its adjustable handle (59 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also it's possible to 
insert the carry case in direction of travel 
or towards your child. With the attached 
snaps the doll's pram is convertible to 
a jogger pushchair. The cases' cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying 
in the pram; protect the little doll from 
the sun and wind.  The pivoted front 
wheels guarantee a stable cornering. 
For transportation City Neo can easily 
be folded. The accompanying changing 
bag comes in handy for all the necessary 
doll equipment which the little doll mum 
might need. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18154AA
2
KTWB
0.092
3.241
2.35
5.2
95030010

4003336181548
39,5x15,5x63
41,5x33,5x66
82x38,5x79
666
1386
1596
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 City Neo is a modern-designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. Due to its adjustable handle (59 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also it's possible to 
insert the carry case in direction of travel 
or towards your child. With the attached 
snaps the doll's pram is convertible to 
a jogger pushchair. The cases' cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying 
in the pram; protect the little doll from 
the sun and wind.  The pivoted front 
wheels guarantee a stable cornering. 
For transportation City Neo can easily 
be folded. The accompanying changing 
bag comes in handy for all the necessary 
doll equipment which the little doll mum 
might need. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18169AA
2
KTWB
0.092
3.241
2.35
5.2
95030010

4003336181692
39,5x15,5x63
41,5x33,5x66
82x38,5x79
666
1386
1596
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 This beautiful play set is perfect for little 
doll’s mums and dads to take care of 
their doll or their plush toy. The included 
modern designed doll‘s pram has an 
adjustable handle (42-74 cm). Therefore 
it is easily adaptable to your child's 
height. The doll‘s pram can be easily 
converted into a pushchair. The cover of 
the dolls pram will in either way - sitting 
or lying position of the doll - protect the 
doll from sun and wind. The swivel front 
wheels guarantee a stable cornering. 
Moreover the play set includes a bed 
and a sleeping bag for a calm nap of 
the doll. The doll‘s pram as well as the 
bed is suitable for dolls up to 46cm, the 
sleeping bag is suitable for 42cm dolls. 
With the plastic accessories (bottle, 
pacifier, plate, spoon, fork and care 
items) the children can comfort, feed 
and take care of their doll. In addition the 
delivered shoulder bag offers space to 
store some of the accessory products 
for the next excursion. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18333AB
3
KTWB
0.115
4.066
1.5
4.9
95030010

4003336413151
37x16x55
52x38,5x57,5
66x37x73
792
1650
1893
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 This beautiful play set is perfect for 
the little ones to take care of their doll 
or their plush toy. The set consists of 
a dolls pram, a bed, a sleeping bag, 
a doll carrier and plastic accessories. 
The included modern designed dolls 
pram has an adjustable handle (42-74 
cm). Therefore, it is easily adaptable to 
your child's height. The dolls pram can 
be easily converted into a pushchair. 
The swivel front wheels assure a 
stable cornering. Moreover, the play set 
includes a bed and a sleeping bag for 
a calm nap of the doll.  The doll carrier 
is perfect to carry the doll around. And 
thanks to the plastic accessories (bottle, 
pacifier, plate, spoon, fork and care 
items) the children can comfort, feed 
and take care of their doll. In addition, 
the delivered shoulder bag offers space 
to store some of the accessory products 
for the next excursion. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18333AC
3
KTWB
0.096
3.396
1.33333
4.95
95030010

4003336413205
0x0x0
46x38x55
66x37x73
960
1950
2250
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 This beautiful play set is perfect for little 
doll’s mums and dads to take care of 
their doll or their plush toy. The included 
modern designed doll‘s pram has an 
adjustable handle (42-74 cm). Therefore 
it is easily adaptable to your child's 
height. The doll‘s pram can be easily 
converted into a pushchair. The cover of 
the dolls pram will in either way - sitting 
or lying position of the doll - protect the 
doll from sun and wind. The swivel front 
wheels are perfect for a stable cornering. 
Moreover the play set includes a bed 
and a sleeping bag for a calm nap of the 
doll. The doll‘s pram is suitable for dolls 
up to 46cm, the sleeping bag and the 
travel bed is suitable for 42cm dolls. With 
the plastic accessories (bottle, pacifier, 
plate, spoon, fork and care items) the 
children can comfort, feed and take care 
of their doll. In addition the delivered 
shoulder bag offers space to store some 
of the accessory products for the next 
excursion.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18354AC
3
KTWB
0.111
3.908
1.22222
4.53333
95030010

4003336408140
37x16,5x53,5
52x38x56
67x36x74
792
1656
1917
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying 
in the pram; protect the little doll from 
the sun and wind. The pivoted front 
wheels assure a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everything 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18403AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.3
5.1
95030010

4003336184037
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
65x42x86
626
1344
1576
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18405AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.35
5.2
95030010

4003336184051
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
65x42x86
626
1344
1576
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18406AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.3
5.1
95030010

4003336184068
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
79x42x86
626
1344
1576
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18409AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.3
5.1
95030010

4003336184099
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
79x42x86
626
1344
1576
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18410AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.35
5.2
95030010

4003336184105
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
65x42x86
626
1344
1576
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18417AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.3
5.1
95030010

4003336184174
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
65x42x86
626
1344
1576
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18418AA
2
KTWB
0.088
3.121
2.425
5.3
95030010

4003336184181
15,5x41,5x64
42,5x31,5x66
65x42x86
656
1356
1590
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18419AA
2
KTWB
0.088
3.121
2.425
5.3
95030010

4003336184198
15,5x41,5x64
42,5x31,5x66
65x42x86
656
1356
1590
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18427AA
2
SB
0.081
2.87
2.35
5.1
95030010

4003336184273
40,5x14x62
42x30x64,5
79x42x86
712
1452
1662
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18433AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.3
5.1
95030010

4003336184334
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
79x42x86
626
1344
1576
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18454AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.3
5.1
95030010

4003336184549
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
65x42x86
626
1344
1576
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18454AD
1
KTB
0.038
1.348
4
5
95030010

4003336409062
40,5x14,5x65
40,5x14,5x65
79x42x86
824
1695
1885
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18467AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.3
5.1
95030010

4003336184679
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
65x42x86
626
1344
1576
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18471AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.3
5.1
95030010

4003336184716
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
79x42x86
626
1344
1576
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18481AA
1
KTWB
0.039
1.373
4
5
95030010

4003336184815
15x40,5x63,5
40,5x15x64
79x42x86
810
1650
1846
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18481AB
2
KTWB
0.086
3.048
2.45
5.35
95030010

4003336412536
15x40,5x63,5
31x42,5x65,5
79x42x86
694
1356
1590
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 Neo Vario is a modern designed combi 
doll's pram and suitable for dolls up to 52 
cm. With its adjustable handle (62 - 79 
cm) this doll's pram is easily adaptable 
to your child's height; also, it's possible to 
mount the carrycot in direction of travel 
or towards your child. Furthermore, the 
doll's pram has a reversible handle, 
thus the handle can be easily moved on 
both sides. It's also possible to change 
the angle of the carrycot, thus the doll's 
pram is convertible to a jogger pushchair 
with just a few steps. The carrier’s cover 
will either way; if she's sitting or lying in 
the pram; protect the little doll from the 
sun and wind. The pivoted front wheels 
guarantee a stable cornering. For 
transportation the doll's pram can easily 
be folded. The accompanying bag has 
a long handle to be used as a shoulder 
bag and two short ones as a hand bag. 
Additionally, it includes a zipper to close 
the bag safely. For more storage space 
the integrated shopping basket is also 
perfect to keep everythi

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

18490AA
2
KTWB
0.089
3.158
2.55
5.5
95030010

4003336184907
40,5x15x64
43x31,5x66
65x42x86
626
1344
1576
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TWIN TWIN && JOGGER JOGGER

www.bayer-design.com



 This wonderful doll’s umbrella stroller is 
suitable for dolls up to 46 cm (18 inch). 
It has a beautiful Cocomelon design and 
is particularly easy to drive thanks to its 
double wheels including swivelling front 
wheels. The sun canopy protects the 
doll's face from the sun. Thanks to the 
integrated belt, the doll is secured from 
falling out. The integrated basket offers 
the possibility to take along more toys. 
The pram can be folded for transport or 
storage in just a few seconds.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

21511AA
6
SB
0.099
3.481
0.19722
1.35
95030010

4003336215113
26x11,5x47
54x36,5x50
43,5x26,5x51,5
1800
3720
4242
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 These doll accessory set is perfect for 
a wonderful afternoon with the favourite 
doll. It includes a doll pushchair, a bed, 
a shoulder bag, a play mat, a plate with 
spoon, fork, knife, a drinking cup and a 
bib. The pushchair has a lovely design 
and is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. It 
has four double wheels for easy driving 
and is foldable to be stowed away. In its 
integrated basket many accessories for 
the doll can be placed. And thanks to 
the colour matching shoulder bag more 
space is offered. For a lot joy of playing 
a beautiful travel bed and a play mat are 
included. Other great role plays such as 
feeding the doll can be realized thanks 
to the plate with fork, spoon, knife, the 
drinking cup and the bib. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

21533AB
6
KTWB
0.138
4.861
0.34167
2.25
95030010

4003336412925
29,5x14x47,5
60,5x45,5x50
43,5x26,5x51,5
1260
2730
2970
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 This modern twin doll’s pram is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm. The twin tandem 
has flexible sun covers and a height-
adjustable handle, therefore it is easily 
adaptable to the child's height. It's 
possible to insert each seat in direction 
of travel or towards the child. Moreover 
the seats can be positioned straight - 
seat behind seat - or with an angle - one 
seat is more down, the other one more 
up. The twin doll’s pram can be folded up 
to save space when traveling. Thanks 
to the integrated shopping basket, 
everything that is needed for a beautiful 
day trip, can be stored. It is also possible 
to mountain the EasyGo doll’s car seat 
(not included in the delivery) on the twin 
tandem.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

26233AA
2
KTWB
0.086
3.022
2.1
4.65
95030010

4003336262339
40,5x14,5x64
42,5x30,5x66
81,5x41,5x81
656
1356
1626
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 This modern twin doll’s pram is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm. The twin tandem 
has flexible sun covers and a height-
adjustable handle, therefore it is easily 
adaptable to the child's height. It's 
possible to insert each seat in direction 
of travel or towards the child. Moreover 
the seats can be positioned straight - 
seat behind seat - or with an angle - one 
seat is more down, the other one more 
up. The twin doll’s pram can be folded up 
to save space when travelling. Thanks 
to the integrated shopping basket, 
everything that is needed for a beautiful 
day trip, can be stored. It is also possible 
to mountain the EasyGo doll’s car seat 
(not included in the delivery) on the twin 
tandem. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

26254AA
2
KTWB
0.086
3.022
2.1
4.65
95030010

4003336262544
40,5x14,5x64
42,5x30,5x66
81,5x41,5x81
656
1356
1626

139



 This modern twin doll’s pram is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm. The twin tandem 
has flexible sun covers and a height-
adjustable handle, therefore it is easily 
adaptable to the child's height. It's 
possible to insert each seat in direction 
of travel or towards the child. Moreover 
the seats can be positioned straight - 
seat behind seat - or with an angle - one 
seat is more down, the other one more 
up. The twin doll’s pram can be folded up 
to save space when travelling. Thanks 
to the integrated shopping basket, 
everything that is needed for a beautiful 
day trip, can be stored. It is also possible 
to mountain the EasyGo doll’s car seat 
(not included in the delivery) on the twin 
tandem.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

26267AA
2
KTWB
0.086
3.022
2.1
4.65
95030010

4003336262674
40,5x14,5x64
42,5x30,5x66
81,5x41,5x81
656
1356
1626
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 Modern Twin Tandem for dolls up to 46 
cm. This Twin Tandem has a flexible 
sun cover and protects the doll from sun 
and wind in the face. With its adjustable 
handle the perfect size for the child 
can be found easily. For storage or 
transportation reasons the twin dolls 
pram can be folded. The shopping 
basket is convenient for everything that 
is needed for a beautiful day trip. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

26508AA
3
KTWB
0.134
4.732
1.37778
4.53333
95030010

4003336265088
38,5x15,5x63
50,5x40,5x65,5
63x46x73
609
1260
1389
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 Modern Twin Tandem for dolls up to 46 
cm. This Twin Tandem has a flexible 
sun cover and protects the doll from sun 
and wind in the face. With its adjustable 
handle the perfect size for the child 
can be found easily. For storage or 
transportation reasons the twin dolls 
pram can be folded. The shopping 
basket is convenient for everything that 
is needed for a beautiful day trip. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

26554AA
3
KTWB
0.134
4.732
1.37778
4.53333
95030010

4003336265545
38,5x15,5x63
50,5x40,5x65,5
75x45,5x81
609
1260
1389
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 This modern twin doll’s pram is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm. The twin tandem 
has flexible sun covers and a height-
adjustable handle, therefore it is 
easily adaptable to the child's height. 
Furthermore, the doll's pram has a 
reversible handle, thus the handle can 
be easily moved on both sides. It's 
possible to attach each seat in direction 
of travel or towards the child. Moreover, 
the seats can be positioned straight - 
seat behind seat - or with an angle - one 
seat is more down, the other one more 
up. Thanks to the integrated shopping 
basket, everything that is needed for a 
beautiful day trip, can be stored. It is also 
possible to mountain the EasyGo doll’s 
car seat (not included in the delivery) on 
the twin tandem.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

26716AA
2
SB
0.058
2.054
1.8
3.95
95030010

4003336267167
37x14x50
38x30x51
77x37x60
1044
2196
2400
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 This modern twin doll’s pram is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm. The twin tandem 
has flexible sun covers and a height-
adjustable handle, therefore it is 
easily adaptable to the child's height. 
Furthermore, the doll's pram has a 
reversible handle, thus the handle can 
be easily moved on both sides. It's 
possible to attach each seat in direction 
of travel or towards the child. Moreover, 
the seats can be positioned straight - 
seat behind seat - or with an angle - one 
seat is more down, the other one more 
up. Thanks to the integrated shopping 
basket, everything that is needed for a 
beautiful day trip, can be stored. It is also 
possible to attach the EasyGo doll’s car 
seat (not included in the delivery) on the 
twin tandem.     

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

26723AA
2
SB
0.058
2.054
1.8
3.95
95030010

4003336267235
37x14x50
38x30x51
77x37x60
1044
2196
2400
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 This modern twin doll’s pram is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm. The twin tandem 
has flexible sun covers and a height-
adjustable handle, therefore it is 
easily adaptable to the child's height. 
Furthermore, the doll's pram has a 
reversible handle, thus the handle can 
be easily moved on both sides. It's 
possible to attach each seat in direction 
of travel or towards the child. Moreover, 
the seats can be positioned straight - 
seat behind seat - or with an angle - one 
seat is more down, the other one more 
up. Thanks to the integrated shopping 
basket, everything that is needed for a 
beautiful day trip, can be stored. It is also 
possible to mountain the EasyGo doll’s 
car seat (not included in the delivery) on 
the twin tandem.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

26733AA
2
SB
0.058
2.054
1.8
3.95
95030010

4003336267334
37x14x50
38x30x51
77x37x60
1044
2196
2400
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 This modern twin doll’s pram is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm. The twin tandem 
has flexible sun covers and a height-
adjustable handle, therefore it is 
easily adaptable to the child's height. 
Furthermore, the doll's pram has a 
reversible handle, thus the handle can 
be easily moved on both sides. It's 
possible to attach each seat in direction 
of travel or towards the child. Moreover, 
the seats can be positioned straight - 
seat behind seat - or with an angle - one 
seat is more down, the other one more 
up. Thanks to the integrated shopping 
basket, everything that is needed for a 
beautiful day trip, can be stored. It is also 
possible to mountain the EasyGo doll’s 
car seat (not included in the delivery) on 
the twin tandem.    

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

26758AA
2
KTWB
0.056
1.973
1.75
3.9
95030010

36,5x14x48,5
37,5x29,5x50,5
77x37x60
1104
2316
2616
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BUGGY BUGGY && TWIN TWIN

www.bayer-design.com



 This nice and sturdy doll's buggy is 
exactly right for all small doll's mums. 
The beautiful design ensures good 
mood. Thanks to the integrated belt, the 
doll or plush toys can sit safely. With the 
dual wheels, the buggy can be pushed 
easily and it can be folded up quickly to 
be transported. The buggy is suitable for 
dolls up to 46cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30108AA
10
KTWB
0.088
3.109
0.095
1.27
95030010

4003336301083
11,5x11,5x66,5
55,5x23,5x67,5
51x27x55
3440
7100
7720

148



 This nice and sturdy doll's buggy is 
exactly right for all small doll's mums. 
The beautiful fairy design ensures good 
mood. Thanks to the integrated belt, the 
doll or plush toys can sit safely. With the 
dual wheels, the buggy can be pushed 
easily and it can be folded up quickly to 
be transported. The buggy butterfly is 
suitable for dolls up to 46cm.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30112AA
10
KTWB
0.088
3.109
0.095
1.27
95030010

4003336301120
11,5x11,5x66,5
55,5x23,5x67,5
51x27x55
3440
7100
7720

149



 This beautiful designed and solid doll's 
buggy is the perfect companion for little 
doll mums. Thanks to the integrated 
belt, the doll or plush toy's safety is 
guaranteed. The buggy can be pushed 
easily due its dual wheels, also it is 
easily foldable for transport reasons. The 
buggy is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm.     

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30113AA
12
KTWB
0.112
3.952
0.10278
1.30833
95030010

4003336301137
11,5x11,5x66,5
46x35x69,5
51x27x55
2880
6120
7344
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 This beautiful designed and solid doll's 
buggy is the perfect companion for little 
doll mums. Thanks to the integrated 
belt, the doll or plush toy's safety is 
guaranteed. The buggy can be pushed 
easily due its dual wheels, also it is 
easily foldable for transport reasons. The 
buggy is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30134AA
12
KTWB
0.112
3.952
0.10278
1.30833
95030010

4003336301342
11,5x11,5x66,5
46x35x69,5
51x27x55
2880
6120
7344
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 This beautiful designed and solid doll's 
buggy is the perfect companion for little 
doll mums. Thanks to the integrated 
belt, the doll or plush toy's safety is 
guaranteed. The buggy can be pushed 
easily due its dual wheels, also it is 
easily foldable for transport reasons. The 
buggy is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30154AA
12
KTWB
0.112
3.952
0.10278
1.30833
95030010

4003336301540
11,5x11,5x66,5
46x35x69,5
51x27x55
2880
6120
7344
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 This beautiful designed and solid doll's 
pushchair is the perfect companion for 
little doll mums / dads. Thanks to the 
integrated belt, the doll or plush toy's 
safety is guaranteed. The buggy can be 
pushed easily due its double wheels, 
also it is easily foldable for transport 
reasons. The buggy is suitable for dolls 
up to 46 cm.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30157AA
10
KTWB
0.088
3.109
0.095
1.27
95030010

4003336301571
11,5x11,5x66,5
55,5x23,5x67,5
51x27x55
3440
7100
7720

153



 This beautiful and sturdy doll‘s umbrella 
pushchair is perfect for the first excursion 
of the little ones. It has got a lovely design 
and is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. 
Thanks to the integrated belt, the doll or 
plush toy can sit safely without risking 
falling out. With the double wheels, this 
doll's umbrella pushchair can be pushed 
easily. For transportation reasons it can 
be folded up quickly. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30167AA
10
KTWB
0.088
3.109
0.095
1.27
95030010

4003336301670
11,5x11,5x66,5
55,5x23,5x67,5
51x27x55
3440
7100
7720
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 This beautiful designed and solid doll's 
buggy is the perfect companion for little 
doll mums. Thanks to the integrated 
belt, the doll or plush toy's safety is 
guaranteed. The buggy can be pushed 
easily due its dual wheels, also it is 
easily foldable for transport reasons. The 
buggy is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30182AA
10
KTWB
0.088
3.109
0.095
1.27
95030010

4003336301823
11,5x11,5x66,5
55,5x23,5x67,5
51x27x55
3440
7100
7720
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 This wonderful doll’s umbrella stroller is 
suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. It has a 
lovely colour combination and is perfect 
for the first excursion with the doll or 
plush toy. The integrated belt protects the 
doll from falling. Thanks to its four double 
wheels it is easy to push. Furthermore it 
can be easily folded and stored.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30511AA
12
LOSE
0.058
2.047
0.075
0.96667
95030010

4003336305111
11x11x66,5
65,5x29,5x30
39,5x26,5x56
6324
13212
14844
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 This wonderful doll’s umbrella stroller is 
suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. It has a 
lovely colour combination and is perfect 
for the first excursion with the doll or 
plush toy. The integrated belt protects the 
doll from falling. Thanks to its four double 
wheels it is easy to push. Furthermore it 
can be easily folded and stored.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30527AA
10
KTWB
0.099
3.483
0.116
1.26
95030010

4003336305272
12x12x67
58x25x68
46x27x57
3080
6440
7310
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 This wonderful doll’s umbrella stroller is 
suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. It has a 
lovely colour combination and is perfect 
for the first excursion with the doll or 
plush toy. The integrated belt protects the 
doll from falling. Thanks to its four double 
wheels it is easy to push. Furthermore it 
can be easily folded and stored.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30533AA
10
KTWB
0.088
3.109
0.095
1.27
95030010

4003336305333
11,5x11,5x66,5
55,5x23,5x67,5
51x27x55
3440
7100
7720

158



 This beautiful designed and solid doll's 
buggy is the perfect companion for little 
doll mums. Thanks to the integrated 
belt, the doll or plush toy's safety is 
guaranteed. The buggy can be pushed 
easily due its dual wheels, also it is 
easily foldable for transport reasons. The 
buggy is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30537AA
10
KTWB
0.088
3.109
0.095
1.27
95030010

4003336305371
11,5x11,5x66,5
55,5x23,5x67,5
47x27x56
3440
7100
7720

159



 This beautiful designed and solid doll's 
buggy is the perfect companion for little 
doll mums. Thanks to the integrated 
belt, the doll or plush toy's safety is 
guaranteed. The buggy can be pushed 
easily due its dual wheels, also it is 
easily foldable for transport reasons. The 
buggy is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30541AA
12
KTWB
0.112
3.952
0.10278
1.30833
95030010

4003336305418
11x11x66,5
46x35x69,5
47x27x56
2880
6120
7344
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 This beautiful designed and solid doll's 
buggy is the perfect companion for little 
doll mums. Thanks to the integrated 
belt, the doll or plush toy's safety is 
guaranteed. The buggy can be pushed 
easily due its dual wheels, also it is 
easily foldable for transport reasons. The 
buggy is suitable for dolls up to 46 cm.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30566AA
10
KTWB
0.095
3.343
0.117
1.25
95030010

4003336305661
20x9x84
58x24x68
47x27x56
3200
6680
7550
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 This fashionable twin doll’s prams or 
sibling stroller has a modern design. 
Its three-wheeled frame gives the 
twin jogger its sporty appearance. In 
it dolls with a size up to 46 cm can be 
placed. Thanks to the integrated seat 
belts, your favorite dolls can always be 
securely buckled. The soft handle is also 
comfortable when pushing the stroller. 
For transportation reasons or to save 
storage space, the twin  doll’s pram can 
be folded. Furthermore the integrated 
shopping basket offers space for all 
necessary doll’s accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

39133AA
4
KTWB
0.084
2.98
0.46875
2.1
95030010

4003336391336
33,5x11,5x46
49x35,5x48,5
67x34x54
1392
2880
3248
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 This fashionable twin doll’s prams or 
sibling stroller has a modern design. 
Its three-wheeled frame gives the 
twin jogger its sporty appearance. In 
it dolls with a size up to 46 cm can be 
placed. Thanks to the integrated seat 
belts, your favorite dolls can always be 
securely buckled. The soft handle is also 
comfortable when pushing the stroller. 
For transportation reasons or to save 
storage space, the twin  doll’s pram can 
be folded. Furthermore the integrated 
shopping basket offers space for all 
necessary doll’s accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

39154AA
4
KTWB
0.084
2.98
0.46875
2.1
95030010

4003336391541
33,5x11,5x46
49x35,5x48,5
67x34x54
1392
2880
3248
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 This fashionable twin doll’s prams or 
sibling stroller has a modern design. 
Its three-wheeled frame gives the 
twin jogger its sporty appearance. In 
it dolls with a size up to 46 cm can be 
placed. Thanks to the integrated seat 
belts, your favorite dolls can always be 
securely buckled. The soft handle is also 
comfortable when pushing the stroller. 
For transportation reasons or to save 
storage space, the twin  doll’s pram can 
be folded. Furthermore the integrated 
shopping basket offers space for all 
necessary doll’s accessories. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

39166AA
4
KTWB
0.084
2.98
0.46875
2.1
95030010

4003336391664
33,5x11,5x46
49x35,5x48,5
67x34x54
1392
2880
3248
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 This beautiful designed and solid doll's 
Jogger is the perfect companion for little 
doll mums. Jogger has a sun roof and 
is suitable for dolls up to 50 cm. Thanks 
to the integrated belt, the doll's safety 
is guaranteed.  The smooth-running 
wheels and the soft handle make each 
trip enjoyable. The shopping basket is 
convenient for everything that is needed 
for a beautiful day trip.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

39920AA
4
SB
0.084
2.981
0.50625
2.275
95030010

4003336399202
32,5x11x49,5
34,5x47,5x51,5
56x36x71
1344
2760
3212
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 This beautiful designed and solid doll's 
Jogger is the perfect companion for little 
doll mums. Jogger has a sun roof and 
is suitable for dolls up to 50 cm. Thanks 
to the integrated belt, the doll's safety 
is guaranteed.  The smooth-running 
wheels and the soft handle make each 
trip enjoyable. The shopping basket is 
convenient for everything that is needed 
for a beautiful day trip. Delivered in a 
beautiful showbox.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

39954AA
4
SB
0.082
2.883
0.53125
2.35
95030010

4003336399547
32,5x11x48,5
45,5x34,5x52
56x37x71
1360
2760
3396
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 This wonderful doll’s umbrella stroller is 
suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. It has a 
lovely colour combination and is perfect 
for the first excursion with the doll or 
plush toy. The integrated belt protects the 
doll from falling. Thanks to its four double 
wheels it is easy to push. Furthermore it 
can be easily folded and stored.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

30504AA
12
FOLIE
0.056
1.994
0.07917
1.01667
95030010

4003336305043
20x9x84
66x29x29,5
47x27x56
6684
13824
15336
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 With this elegant and colour matching 
accessory set for dolls lots of role 
playings of the children are possible. 
The travelbed is suitable for dolls up to 
42 cm. The sleeping bag in matching 
design keeps the little darling warm. In 
order to take care of the plush toy or 
the doll care accessories like powder or 
cream is included. Thanks to the cutlery, 
plate and the bottle the doll can be fed 
or it can be comforted with the pacifier. 
The beautiful shoulder bag is perfect 
to store everything needed for the next 
excursion.    

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

61754AC
12
SB
0.111
3.921
0.07569
1
95030099

4003336409109
30x7x38
61,5x43,5x41,5
44x26x28
3060
6180
7404

169



 Great accessory set consisting of doll 
high chair, bag, plate with fork, spoon 
and knife as well as drinking cup, travel 
bed and play arch. In the doll high chair, 
the favorite doll can be fed comfortably 
with the help of the integrated dining 
tray. The travel bed is perfect for sweet 
dreams of the doll. And after the nap of 
the doll, it can lay down under the play 
arch for more fun. Thanks to the cutlery, 
plate and the cup, the doll can be fed in 
it. In addition, the beautiful shoulder bag 
is perfect to store everything needed for 
the next excursion.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

61760AB
6
SB
0.067
2.374
0.25833
1.71667
95030099

28,5x9x38
56x30x40
45,5x30x20
2616
5520
6306
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 With this elegant and colour matching 
accessory set for dolls lots of role 
playings of the children are possible. 
The travelbed is suitable for dolls up to 
42 cm. The sleeping bag in matching 
design keeps the little darling warm. In 
order to take care of the plush toy or 
the doll care accessories like powder or 
cream is included. Thanks to the cutlery, 
plate and the bottle the doll can be fed 
or it can be comforted with the pacifier. 
The beautiful shoulder bag is perfect 
to store everything needed for the next 
excursion. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

61766AB
6
SB
0.058
2.065
0.15278
1.03333
95030099

4003336409093
30x7x38,5
43,5x32x42
43,5x26,5x28,5
2940
5880
7050
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 Great accessory set consisting of doll 
high chair, bag, plate with fork, spoon 
and knife as well as drinking cup, travel 
bed and play arch. In the doll high chair, 
the favorite doll can be fed comfortably 
with the help of the integrated dining tray. 
The travel bed is suitable for dolls up to 
46 cm (18 inch). And after the nap of 
the doll, it can lay down under the play 
arch for more fun. Thanks to the cutlery, 
plate and the cup, the doll can be fed in 
it. In addition, the beautiful shoulder bag 
is perfect to store everything needed for 
the next excursion. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

61769AB
6
SB
0.069
2.435
0.26389
1.71667
95030099

4003336405156
28,5x9,5x38
30,5x56,5x40
45,5x30x20
2616
5388
6186
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 This modern doll carrier in an elegant 
design is suitable for plush toys or dolls 
up to 46 cm / 18 inch. The doll can be 
carried in front as well as on the back. 
Thanks to the soft and wide shoulder 
straps and the wide waist belt the 
child’s little darling can be carried long 
and comfortably. Moreover the belts 
can be adjusted for a perfect fit. The 
integrated seat on the inside of the doll 
carrier provides additional support for 
the doll. The doll carrier is a beautiful 
accessory which can be stowed easily 
and therefore is perfect for an excursion 
with the doll.    

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

62216AA
8
SB
0.037
1.305
0.03125
0.325
95030099

4003336622164
26x5x29
42x27,5x32
31x1x32,5
6608
13608
14448
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 This modern doll carrier in an elegant 
design is suitable for plush toys or dolls 
up to 46 cm / 18 inch. The doll can be 
carried in front as well as on the back. 
Thanks to the soft and wide shoulder 
straps and the wide waist belt the 
child’s little darling can be carried long 
and comfortably. Moreover the belts 
can be adjusted for a perfect fit. The 
integrated seat on the inside of the doll 
carrier provides additional support for 
the doll. The doll carrier is a beautiful 
accessory which can be stowed easily 
and therefore is perfect for an excursion 
with the doll.     

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

62223AA
8
SB
0.037
1.305
0.03125
0.325
95030099

4003336622232
26x5x29
42x27,5x32
31x1x32,5
6608
13608
14448
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 This modern doll carrier in an elegant 
design is suitable for plush toys or dolls 
up to 46 cm / 18 inch. The doll can be 
carried in front as well as on the back. 
Thanks to the soft and wide shoulder 
straps and the wide waist belt the 
child’s little darling can be carried long 
and comfortably. Moreover the belts 
can be adjusted for a perfect fit. The 
integrated seat on the inside of the doll 
carrier provides additional support for 
the doll. The doll carrier is a beautiful 
accessory which can be stowed easily 
and therefore is perfect for an excursion 
with the doll.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

62233AA
8
SB
0.037
1.305
0.03125
0.325
95030099

4003336622331
26x5x29
42x27,5x32
31x1x32,5
6608
13608
14448

175



 This modern doll carrier in an elegant 
design is suitable for plush toys or dolls 
up to 46 cm / 18 inch. The doll can be 
carried in front as well as on the back. 
Thanks to the soft and wide shoulder 
straps and the wide waist belt the 
child’s little darling can be carried long 
and comfortably. Moreover the belts 
can be adjusted for a perfect fit. The 
integrated seat on the inside of the doll 
carrier provides additional support for 
the doll. The doll carrier is a beautiful 
accessory which can be stowed easily 
and therefore is perfect for an excursion 
with the doll.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

62254AA
8
SB
0.046
1.632
0.03047
0.3375
95030099

4003336622546
26x5x29
60x55x14
31x1x32,5
5184
10848
12376
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 This modern doll carrier in an elegant 
design is suitable for plush toys or dolls 
up to 46 cm / 18 inch. The doll can be 
carried in front as well as on the back. 
Thanks to the soft and wide shoulder 
straps and the wide waist belt the 
child’s little darling can be carried long 
and comfortably. Moreover the belts 
can be adjusted for a perfect fit. The 
integrated seat on the inside of the doll 
carrier provides additional support for 
the doll. The doll carrier is a beautiful 
accessory which can be stowed easily 
and therefore is perfect for an excursion 
with the doll.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

62260AA
8
SB
0.037
1.305
0.03125
0.325
95030099

26x5x29
42x27,5x32
31x1x32,5
6608
13608
14448

177



 This modern doll carrier in an elegant 
design is suitable for plush toys or dolls 
up to 46 cm / 18 inch. The doll can be 
carried in front as well as on the back. 
Thanks to the soft and wide shoulder 
straps and the wide waist belt the 
child’s little darling can be carried long 
and comfortably. Moreover the belts 
can be adjusted for a perfect fit. The 
integrated seat on the inside of the doll 
carrier provides additional support for 
the doll. The doll carrier is a beautiful 
accessory which can be stowed easily 
and therefore is perfect for an excursion 
with the doll. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

62266AA
8
SB
0.039
1.373
0.02969
0.3125
95030099

4003336622669
26x5x20
60x12x54
31x1x32,5
6312
13072
14744

178



 This modern doll carrier in an elegant 
design is suitable for plush toys or dolls 
up to 46 cm / 18 inch. The doll can be 
carried in front as well as on the back. 
Thanks to the soft and wide shoulder 
straps and the wide waist belt the 
child’s little darling can be carried long 
and comfortably. Moreover the belts 
can be adjusted for a perfect fit. The 
integrated seat on the inside of the doll 
carrier provides additional support for 
the doll. The doll carrier is a beautiful 
accessory which can be stowed easily 
and therefore is perfect for an excursion 
with the doll.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

62267AA
8
SB
0.037
1.305
0.03125
0.325
95030099

4003336622676
26x5x29
42x27,5x32
31x1x32,5
6608
13608
14448

179



 This beautiful doll high chair is the perfect 
doll accessory for role plays with the 
favourite doll. With its integrated dining 
tray, the doll can be comfortably fed. 
The tray even has a separation for the 
drinking cup. Thanks to the adjustable 
safety belt, the doll sits like a real baby 
protected from falling out. Moreover, the 
cute fabric insert is a real eye-catcher. 
The high chair is suitable for dolls up to 
46 cm / 18 inch. And with its lovely colour 
combination, it matches to many other 
doll accessories in the nursery.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

63300AD
4
SB
0.042
1.481
0
0.4
95030099

4003336417203
25,4x10,8x32,7
45,4x26,7x34,6
0x0x0
2960
5960
6736
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 This modern dolls highchair offers 
various play possibilities. It has a 
beautiful colour and is suitable for doll’s 
up to 46cm. It can be used to feed the 
doll in upright position or for a nap of the 
doll in lying position. The integrated tray 
is perfect to feed the little darling. In the 
underneath basket everything which is 
needed can be stored. The seat of the 
highchair can be taken out and placed 
underneath instead of the basket. There 
it can be used as a swing for the doll. 
The removed basket can be placed on 
top of the highchair frame and offers 
there further storage space. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

63533AA
4
KTWB
0.074
2.621
0.4
1.8
95030099

4003336635331
38x8x49
40x35x53
37,5x44x77
1544
3184
3572
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 This modern dolls highchair offers various 
play possibilities. It has a beautiful colour 
and is suitable for doll’s up to 46cm. It 
can be used to feed the doll in upright 
position or for a nap of the doll in lying 
position. The integrated tray is perfect 
to feed the little darling. The seat of the 
highchair can be taken out and placed 
underneath. There it can be used as a 
swing for the doll.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

63554AA
4
KTWB
0.074
2.621
0.4
1.8
95030099

4003336635546
38x8x49
40x35x53
37,5x44x77
1544
3184
3572
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 With this Vario Set for dolls it is possible 
for the doll’s mum to take care of her little 
darling. The bag, the doll carrier made of 
fabric, the plastic tableware and the multi-
functional seat are perfect for many role 
plays. Furthermore the multi-functional 
seat can be used also as a swing, as a 
solid doll‘s carrier or as a highchair with 
tray. With the integrated belt the doll sits 
safely in its seat. The doll’s carrier is 
suitable for dolls up to 46cm.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

63608AB
6
KTWB
0.098
3.475
0.26667
1.7
95030099

4003336400564
36x6,5x52
43x40,5x56,5
48x35x63,5
1680
3480
4170

185



 With this Vario Set for dolls it is possible 
for the doll’s mum to take care of her little 
darling. The bag, the doll carrier made of 
fabric, the plastic tableware and the multi-
functional seat  are perfect for many play 
roles. Furthermore the multi-functional 
seat can be used also as a swing, as a 
solid doll‘s carrier or as a highchair with 
tray. With the integrated belt the doll sits 
safely in its seat. The doll’s carrier is 
suitable for dolls up to 46cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

63637AB
6
KTWB
0.098
3.475
0.26667
1.7
95030099

4003336405729
36x6,5x52
43x40,5x56,5
48x35x63,5
1680
3480
4170

186



 With this Vario Set for dolls it is possible 
for the doll’s mum to take care of her little 
darling. The bag, the doll carrier made of 
fabric, the plastic tableware and the multi-
functional seat  are perfect for many play 
roles. Furthermore the multi-functional 
seat can be used also as a swing, as a 
solid doll‘s carrier or as a highchair with 
tray. With the integrated belt the doll sits 
safely in its seat. The doll’s carrier is 
suitable for dolls up to 46cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

63654AB
6
KTWB
0.098
3.475
0.26667
1.7
95030099

4003336405248
36x6,5x52
43x40,5x56,5
48x35x63,5
1680
3480
4170
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 With this Vario Set for dolls it is possible 
for the doll’s mum to take care of her little 
darling. The bag, the doll carrier made of 
fabric, the plastic tableware and the multi-
functional seat  are perfect for many play 
roles. Furthermore the multi-functional 
seat can be used also as a swing, as a 
solid doll‘s carrier or as a highchair with 
tray. With the integrated belt the doll sits 
safely in its seat. The doll’s carrier is 
suitable for dolls up to 46cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

63694AB
6
KTWB
0.098
3.475
0.26667
1.7
95030099

4003336400571
36x6,5x52
43x40,5x56,5
48x35x63,5
1680
3480
4170
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 The modern table seat for dolls has 
a beautiful design with a great colour 
combination. It is suitable for baby dolls 
up to 46 cm. The integrated feeding tray 
makes it easy to feed the doll. It can be 
easily folded and thus stored in a space-
saving way. Due to its handy format, the 
doll seat can easily be taken everywhere, 
so that the favourite doll always has the 
right place next to the doll’s parents. The 
seat is a great doll accessory and perfect 
for feeding your little darling.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

65816AA
12
SB
0.035
1.236
0.0409
0.53333
95030095

4003336658163
24x24x3,5
50x25x28
26x26x4
10260
21024
23616
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 The modern table seat for dolls has 
a beautiful design with a great colour 
combination. It is suitable for baby dolls 
up to 46 cm. The integrated feeding tray 
makes it easy to feed the doll. It can be 
easily folded and thus stored in a space-
saving way. Due to its handy format, the 
doll seat can easily be taken everywhere, 
so that the favourite doll always has the 
right place next to the doll’s parents. The 
seat is a great doll accessory and perfect 
for feeding your little darling.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

65823AA
12
SB
0.035
1.236
0.0409
0.53333
95030095

4003336658231
24x24x3,5
50x25x28
26x26x4
10260
21024
23616
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 The modern table seat for dolls has 
a beautiful design with a great colour 
combination. It is suitable for baby dolls 
up to 46 cm. The integrated feeding tray 
makes it easy to feed the doll. It can be 
easily folded and thus stored in a space-
saving way. Due to its handy format, the 
doll seat can easily be taken everywhere, 
so that the favourite doll always has the 
right place next to the doll’s parents. The 
seat is a great doll accessory and perfect 
for feeding your little darling.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

65833AA
12
SB
0.035
1.236
0.0409
0.53333
95030095

4003336658330
24x24x3,5
50x25x28
26x26x4
10260
21024
23616
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 This modern doll‘s bike seat is suitable 
for dolls up to 46 cm. The trendy design 
of the seat and the cute motif on the 
upholstery give it its particularly lovely 
appearance. Thanks to the adjustable 
seat belts, the favourite doll is always 
protected from falling out. The doll’s bike 
seat can be attached to the bike with 
straps at the front or it can be placed 
backside on the bike rack with straps. In 
addition, the seat can also be used as a 
chair, for example to feed the doll, or as 
a doll‘s car seat for great role plays. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67300AA
8
SB
0.094
3.337
0.05156
0.5
95030095

4003336673005
25x17x29
57,5x31x53
23,5x16x24
2464
5056
6008
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 This beautiful doll’s car seat has a 
modern design and is suitable for dolls 
up to 46cm. The doll’s car seat has a 
high backrest and with its integrated 
belt as well as the headrest the doll will 
seat comfortable. It is perfect for role 
plays and due to its wonderful colour 
combination a real eyecatcher. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67506AA
6
SB
0.06
2.129
0.10556
0.75
95030095

4003336675061
25,5x9,5x35
52x30,5x38
25x21x40
3132
5796
7002
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 This beautiful doll’s car seat has a 
modern design and is suitable for dolls 
up to 46cm. The doll’s car seat has a 
high backrest and with its integrated 
belt as well as the headrest the doll will 
seat comfortable. It is perfect for role 
plays and due to its wonderful colour 
combination a real eyecatcher. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67533AA
6
SB
0.06
2.129
0.10556
0.75
95030095

4003336675337
25,5x9,5x35
52x30,5x38
25x21x40
3132
5796
7002
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 This playset consists of a doll car seat 
and a soft-bodied doll. The beautiful 
doll car seat has a modern design and 
is suitable for dolls up to 46cm in size. 
Thanks to its high backrest, headrest 
and integrated belt, the doll can sit 
comfortably and comfortably. The seat 
is ideal for children's first role-playing 
games and impresses with its fresh 
color combination. The baby doll (38 
cm) included in the set wears a cute 
romper with a matching hat. Thanks to 
her soft body and lovely appearance, 
the doll is perfect for hugging and 
cuddling. The handy size of the doll is 
particularly suitable for taking to friends, 
grandparents or even to nursery school. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67533AB
6
SB
0.148
5.229
0.21667
1.5
95030070

4003336411720
45x13x39
75x47x42
25x21x40
1242
2520
2862
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 This beautiful doll’s car seat has a 
modern design and is suitable for dolls 
up to 46cm. The doll’s car seat has a 
high backrest and with its integrated 
belt as well as the headrest the doll will 
seat comfortable. It is perfect for role 
plays and due to its wonderful colour 
combination a real eyecatcher. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67554AA
6
SB
0.061
2.142
0.10833
0.76667
95030095

4003336675542
25,5x9,5x35
52,5x30x38,5
25x21x40
2772
5760
7158
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 This beautiful doll’s car seat has a 
modern design and is suitable for dolls 
up to 46cm. The doll’s car seat has a 
high backrest and with its integrated 
belt as well as the headrest the doll will 
seat comfortable. It is perfect for role 
plays and due to its wonderful colour 
combination a real eyecatcher. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67566AA
6
SB
0.061
2.142
0.10833
0.76667
95030095

4003336675665
25,5x9,5x35
52,5x30x38,5
25x21x40
2772
5760
7158
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 This beautiful doll’s car seat has a 
modern design and is suitable for dolls 
up to 46cm. The doll’s car seat has a 
high backrest and with its integrated 
belt as well as the headrest the doll will 
seat comfortable. It is perfect for role 
plays and due to its wonderful colour 
combination a real eyecatcher. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67567AA
6
SB
0.061
2.142
0.10833
0.76667
95030095

4003336675672
25,5x9,5x35
52,5x30x38,5
25x21x40
2772
5760
7158
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 With this modern trendy-colored car seat 
every car ride will be an enjoyment. Due 
to the integrated seat belt every little doll 
will arrive safely. Thanks to the cushion, 
the doll also sits very comfortably and 
can dream sweetly while travelling. 
Suitable for dolls up to 46 cm.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67657AA
10
FOLIE
0.091
3.203
0.0565
0.7
95030095

4003336676570
60x40x15
45x31x65
44x30x33
3300
6600
7590
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 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67903AA
6
HEA-FO
0.099
3.512
0.125
0.9
95030095

4003336679038
62x43x23
61,5x33x49
45x34x38
1890
3822
4218
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 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67906AA
6
HEA-FO
0.099
3.497
0.125
0.93333
95030095

4003336679069
62x43x23
60x33x50
48x32,5x46
1836
3840
4410

201



 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67910AA
6
HEA-FO
0.099
3.512
0.125
0.9
95030095

4003336679106
62x43x23
61,5x33x49
45x34x38
1890
3822
4218
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 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67917AA
6
HEA-FO
0.099
3.512
0.125
0.9
95030095

4003336679175
62x43x23
61,5x33x49
45x34x38
1890
3822
4218

204



 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67917AB
6
HEA-FO
0.099
3.512
0.125
0.9
95030095

4003336410990
62x43x23
61,5x33x49
45x34x38
1890
3822
4218

205



 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67927AA
6
HEA-FO
0.099
3.497
0.125
0.93333
95030095

4003336679274
62x43x23
60x33x50
48x32,5x46
1836
3840
4410

206



 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67933AA
6
HEA-FO
0.099
3.497
0.125
0.93333
95030095

4003336679335
62x43x23
60x33x50
48x32,5x46
1836
3840
4410

207



 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67954AA
6
FOLIE
0.098
3.462
0.125
0.91667
95030095

4003336679540
62x43x23
60x33x49,5
42x33x37
1836
3858
4410

208



 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67960AA
6
FOLIE
0.099
3.497
0.125
0.93333
95030095

62x43x23
60x33x50
42x33x37
1836
3840
4410

210



 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67966AA
6
HEA-FO
0.098
3.462
0.125
0.91667
95030095

4003336679663
65x45x23
60x33x49,5
42x33x37
1836
3858
4410

211



 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67967AA
6
HEA-FO
0.1
3.537
0.125
0.91667
95030095

4003336679670
65x45x23
61x33,5x49
42x33x37
1872
3822
4362
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 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67981AA
6
HEA-FO
0.098
3.462
0.125
0.91667
95030095

4003336679816
62x43x23
60x33x49,5
42x33x37
1836
3858
4410

213



 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67990AA
6
HEA-FO
0.099
3.491
0.12778
0.93333
95030095

4003336679908
65x45x23
60,5x33x49,5
47x32,5x36
1836
3822
4362
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 This nursery bag including a changing 
mat and a sewing diaper is perfect to 
take care of your doll and to carry the 
most needed doll accessories with you 
all the time. The beautiful nursery bag 
has a lovely design and is closed with 
a zipper thus all things are safe during 
transportation. Further space for the 
most necessary items offers the pocket 
on the front side of the bag. Thanks to 
the adjustable shoulder handle, the bag 
always fits perfect to the child’s height. 
For a comfortable carrying of the bag, 
the small handles have an upholstery. 
Moreover, the nursery bag comes along 
with a changing mat. Thus, it is a lot of 
fun to change the diaper of the favourite 
doll. The sewing diaper is due to velcro 
easy to open and close - even for small 
children’s hands. Due to its fashionable 
outlook the bag is also perfect for a 
shopping trip or in the kindergarten or to 
visit a friend. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

69033AB
8
SB
0.041
1.436
0.04375
0.4125
95030099

4003336402124
29,5x6,5x22
60,5x28x24
0x0x0
5904
12336
14072
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 This nursery bag including a changing 
mat and a sewing diaper is perfect to 
take care of your doll and to carry the 
most needed doll accessories with you 
all the time. The beautiful nursery bag 
has a lovely design and is closed with 
a zipper thus all things are safe during 
transportation. Further space for the 
most necessary items offers the pocket 
on the front side of the bag. Thanks to 
the adjustable shoulder handle, the bag 
always fits perfect to the child’s height. 
For a comfortable carrying of the bag, 
the small handles have a upholstery. 
Moreover the nursery bag comes along 
with a reversible changing mat (one 
colour on each side). Thus it is a lot of 
fun to change the diaper of the favourite 
doll. The sewing diaper is due to velcro 
easy to open and close - even for small 
children’s hands. Due to its fashionable 
outlook the bag is also perfect for a 
shopping trip or in the kindergarten or to 
visit a friend.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

69254AC
8
SB
0.087
3.066
0.05
0.4875
95030099

4003336411614
27x7x28
56x50x31
27x9x23,5
2784
5632
6376
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 This nursery bag including a changing 
mat and a sewing diaper is perfect to 
take care of your doll and to carry the 
most needed doll accessories with you 
all the time. The beautiful nursery bag 
has a lovely design and is closed with 
a zipper thus all things are safe during 
transportation. Further space for the 
most necessary items offers the pocket 
on the front side of the bag. Thanks to 
the adjustable shoulder handle, the bag 
always fits perfect to the child’s height. 
For a comfortable carrying of the bag, 
the small handles have a upholstery. 
Moreover the nursery bag comes along 
with a reversible changing mat (one 
colour on each side). Thus it is a lot of 
fun to change the diaper of the favourite 
doll. The sewing diaper is due to velcro 
easy to open and close - even for small 
children’s hands. Due to its fashionable 
outlook the bag is also perfect for a 
shopping trip or in the kindergarten or to 
visit a friend. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

69267AB
8
SB
0.087
3.066
0.05
0.4875
95030099

4003336411621
27x7x28
56x50x31
27x9x23,5
2784
5632
6376
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 This modern doll’s car seat has a very 
fashionable colour. The beautiful car 
seat is suitable for dolls up to 46cm. With 
its wonderful fabric and its integrated 
sunshade, the doll or plush toy sits 
comfortably and is protected from sun 
and wind in the face. Thanks to its 
integrated seat belt, the doll or the plush 
toy is secured from falling and has sweet 
dreams while travelling. The ergonomic 
handle which can be positioned back or 
in the middle is comfortable to carry, thus 
it is easy to carry the doll or the plush 
everywhere you want. Placed on the 
floor the doll’s car seat can rock when 
slightly pushed. It is also possible to 
mountain the doll’s car seat on the Neo 
Vario or the Xeo doll’s pram.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

67904AA
6
HEA-FO
0.098
3.466
0.12222
0.9
95030095

4003336679045
62x43x23
61x32,5x49,5
45x34x38
1872
3822
4362
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 This sweet Sonni Sleepo night light 
(31cm) is perfect to fall asleep. The night 
light projects a beautiful star/heart sky 
on the wall. The blue color of the light 
also creates a calming atmosphere. 
The Sonni Sleepo night light has got 6 
songs for dreaming. The light can be 
switched off, so that only the music can 
be played or vice versa. Thanks to the 
integrated timer (5, 10, 15, 20 minutes), 
it is possible to set an individual playback 
time. Due to the wireless operation, the 
night light works with batteries, it can be 
comfortably taken anywhere.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

69501AA
4
SB
0.054
1.905
0.13125
0.7
95030041

4003336695014
32x17x20
67x35x23
31x17x20
2312
4764
5516
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes four 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of dungarees, pullover, cap and dress. 
In addition the outfit has a wonderful 
motive on its dungarees and dress. With 
velcro on the trousers, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83819AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838190
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 Beautiful Deluxe Dress doll's clothes, 
consisting of a sweet jeans dress with 
loops, a striped shirt and matching 
headband. Every doll will feel comfortable 
with this modern outfit. Suitable for dolls 
up to 38cm. Delivered with hanger in a 
polybag. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83853AA
20
HEA-FO
0.019
0.664
0.00325
0.08
95030029

4003336838534
2x28x31
29x27x24
20,5x20x1
30720
64000
78540
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 Beautiful Deluxe Dress doll's clothing, 
consisting of cute trousers with bird 
design, shirt and matching cap. Every 
doll will feel comfortable with this modern 
outfit. Suitable for dolls up to 38cm. 
Delivered with hanger in a polybag. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83856AA
20
HEA-FO
0.019
0.664
0.00325
0.08
95030029

4003336838565
2x28x31
29x27x24
25,5x17x1
30720
64000
78540
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83875AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838756
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of dungarees, pullover and cap. In 
addition the outfit has a wonderful 
motive on its dungarees. With velcro on 
trousers and pullover, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83876AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838763
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of dungarees, pullover and cap. In 
addition the outfit has a wonderful 
motive on its dungarees. With velcro on 
trousers and pullover, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83877AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838770
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
24x16x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83878AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838787
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83879AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838794
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes two 
pieces and is designed with lovely details. 
The beautiful colour mix consists of 
romper and cap. In addition the outfit has 
a wonderful motive on its romper. With 
velcro on the romper, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83880AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838800
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a ski suit, a scarf and a cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
ski suit. With velcro on the ski suit, it is 
even for small children’s hands easy to 
dress up their doll. With this doll clothes 
your favourite doll will not only get an 
individual look, but furthermore the 
dexterity is practiced through play. Doll 
clothes for dolls from 33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83881AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838817
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a dress, a jacket and a hair-band. In 
addition the outfit has a wonderful motive 
on its dress. With velcro on the dress, it 
is even for small children’s hands easy 
to dress up their doll. With this doll 
clothes your favourite doll will not only 
get an individual look, but furthermore 
the dexterity is practiced through play. 
Doll clothes for dolls from 33 to 38 cm.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83882AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838824
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of dungarees, pullover and cap. In 
addition the outfit has a wonderful 
motive on its dungarees. With velcro on 
trousers and pullover, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83883AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838831
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83884AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838848
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
24x16x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of dress, trousers and cap. In addition the 
outfit has a wonderful motive on its dress. 
With velcro on the dress and elastic 
band on the trousers, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83887AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838879
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83888AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838886
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a dress, a jacket and a cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
dress. With velcro on the dress, it is 
even for small children’s hands easy to 
dress up their doll. With this doll clothes 
your favourite doll will not only get an 
individual look, but furthermore the 
dexterity is practiced through play. Doll 
clothes for dolls from 33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83889AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838893
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
33 to 38 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

83890AA
20
HEA-FO
0.021
0.734
0.0045
0.105
95030029

4003336838909
2x26x32,5
35x27x22
26x18x1
30080
59520
69740
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 This great four-piece doll outfit is made 
with great attention to detail. The fresh, 
matching colour mix consists of rain 
trousers, a rain jacket, a cap and boots. 
The outfit is rounded off by the beautiful 
motif on the jacket as well as the many 
details such as the bows on the boots 
or the colour accents on the trousers. 
It is the perfect outfit for rainy weather. 
The zip or the elastic waistband on the 
trousers playfully practice children's 
dexterity. The doll clothes are suitable 
for dolls from 38cm to 42cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84200AG
12
SB
0.169
5.956
0.04438
0.63333
95030029

4003336414042
44,2x6,3x43,2
78x47x46
20x4,5x42,5
2160
4500
4500
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 This great four-piece doll outfit is made 
with great attention to detail. The elegant, 
matching colour mix consists of rain 
trousers, a rain jacket, a cap and boots. 
The outfit is rounded off by the many 
details such as the bows on the boots 
or the colour accents on the trousers. 
It is the perfect outfit for rainy weather. 
The zip or the elastic waistband on the 
trousers playfully practice children's 
dexterity. The doll clothes are suitable 
for dolls from 38 cm to 42 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84200AH
12
SB
0.169
5.956
0.04438
0.63333
95030029

4003336414059
44,2x6,3x43,2
78x47x46
20x4,5x42,5
2160
4500
4500
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes five 
pieces and is designed with lovely details. 
The beautiful colour mix consists of a 
dress, trousers, jacket, shoes and cap. 
With this clothing set the doll is always 
properly dressed for an excursion to the 
park, to a friend or at home. The two 
colours dress together with the trousers 
is a real eyecatcher. With velcro fastener 
and elastic band, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Suitable for dolls of 38 cm 
to 42 cm.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84200AI
20
HEA-FO
0.039
1.378
0.0067
0.16
95030029

4003336414066
36x28,5x3,5
36,7x30,2x35,2
29x21x3,5
13680
28560
33240
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes five 
pieces and is designed with lovely details. 
The beautiful colour mix consists of a 
dress, trousers, jacket, shoes and cap. 
With this clothing set the doll is always 
properly dressed for an excursion to the 
park, to a friend or at home. The two 
colours dress together with the trousers 
is a real eyecatcher. With velcro fastener 
and elastic band, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Suitable for dolls of 38 cm 
to 42 cm dolls.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84200AJ
20
HEA-FO
0.039
1.378
0.0067
0.16
95030029

4003336414073
36x28,5x3,5
36,7x30,2x35,2
29x21x3,5
13680
28560
33240

241



 This fabulous doll outfit includes six 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a dress, trousers, jacket, gloves, 
scarf and cap. With this clothing set 
the doll is always properly dressed for 
an excursion to the park, to a friend or 
at home. The two colours dress with its 
elegant sticker together with the trousers 
is a real eyecatcher. With velcro fastener 
and elastic band, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Suitable for dolls of 38 cm 
to 42 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84200AK
10
FOLIE
0.013
0.47
0.0093
0.116
95030029

4003336414080
24,5x21x3
24,6x22x24,6
21x19x3
21510
43740
52910

242



 This fabulous doll outfit includes seven 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a pullover, trousers, jacket, gloves, 
scarf, cap and body. The cute pinguin 
on the pullover and the body is perfect 
for the winter theme. With this clothing 
set the doll is always properly dressed 
for an excursion on a winter day or for 
play fun at home. With velcro fastener 
and elastic band, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Suitable for dolls of 38 cm 
to 42 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84200AL
10
FOLIE
0.015
0.518
0.012
0.144
95030029

4003336414097
24x18x6,5
24,6x22,5x26,5
18x16x6,5
21420
42800
48950

243



 This fabulous doll outfit includes six 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a pullover, trousers, waistcoat, scarf, 
cap and body. With this clothing set the 
doll is always properly dressed for an 
excursion to a friend, to the park or for 
play fun at home. With velcro fastener, 
zippper and elastic band, it is even for 
small children’s hands easy to dress 
up their doll. With this doll clothes your 
favourite doll will not only get an individual 
look, but furthermore the dexterity is 
practiced through play. Suitable for dolls 
of from 38 cm to 42 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84200AM
10
FOLIE
0.014
0.489
0.0099
0.122
95030029

4003336414103
25x21,5x3,5
25x22,5x24,6
19,5x17,3x3,5
21510
43200
52310

244



 This fabulous doll outfit is designed with 
lovely details. The beautiful matching 
colour mix consists of a bikini and a 
lovely sun hat. The doll clothing is 
perfect for hot summer days or for 
swimming trips. With the velcro, it is 
even for small children’s hands easy to 
dress up their doll. Thanks to this doll 
cloth your favourite doll will not only get 
an individual look, but furthermore the 
dexterity is practiced through play. The 
ski suit is suitable for 38 cm to 42 cm 
dolls.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84203AA
20
HEA-FO
0.016
0.549
0.00335
0.0815
95030029

4003336842036
28,4x25,6x2
29,7x26,7x19,6
15x17x2
40320
81300
91960

245



 This fabulous doll outfit is designed with 
lovely details. The beautiful matching 
colour mix consists of a swimsuit and 
a lovely sun hat. The doll clothing is 
perfect for hot summer days or for 
swimming trips. The little mermaid on 
the swimsuit gives the two pieces set 
an outstanding look. With the velcro, it 
is even for small children’s hands easy 
to dress up their doll. Thanks to this doll 
cloth your favourite doll will not only get 
an individual look, but furthermore the 
dexterity is practiced through play. The 
ski suit is suitable for 38 cm to 42 cm 
dolls. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84204AA
20
HEA-FO
0.015
0.547
0.00355
0.0855
95030029

4003336842043
28,4x24x1,5
29,6x26,7x19,6
19x19x1,5
40320
82080
92260

246



 This fabulous doll outfit includes five 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a plush jumpsuit, gloves and shoes. 
The doll clothing not only has a bear optic 
but moreover keeps the doll warm. With 
the zipper it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. 
Thanks to this doll cloth your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. The jumpsuit is suitable for 
38 cm to 42 cm dolls.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84205AA
20
HEA-FO
0.048
1.71
0.00595
0.17
95030029

4003336842050
28,5x44x4,5
43,5x30,5x36,5
30x51x3
11400
23400
27940

247



 This fabulous doll outfit includes five 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a plush jumpsuit, gloves and shoes. 
The doll clothing not only has a bear optic 
but moreover keeps the doll warm. With 
the zipper it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. 
Thanks to this doll cloth your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. The jumpsuit is suitable for 
38 cm to 42 cm dolls.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84207AA
20
HEA-FO
0.048
1.71
0.00595
0.17
95030029

4003336842074
28,5x44x4,5
43,5x30,5x36,5
30x51x3
11400
23400
27940

248



 This fabulous doll outfit includes five 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a ski suit, a scarf, gloves, shoes and a 
cap. The doll clothing is perfect for cold 
winter days and keeps the favourite doll 
warm. With the zipper on the ski suit, it 
is even for small children’s hands easy 
to dress up their doll. Thanks to this doll 
cloth your favourite doll will not only get 
an individual look, but furthermore the 
dexterity is practiced through play. The 
ski suit is suitable for 38 cm to 42 cm 
dolls.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84209AA
20
HEA-FO
0.048
1.71
0.00685
0.17
95030029

4003336842098
28,5x44x4,5
43,5x30,5x36,5
42x33x2
11400
23400
27940

249



 This fabulous doll outfit includes six 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful pink colour 
matches perfect with the grey one of the 
pullover with its beautiful pinguin sticker 
on it. The ski combination consists of 
a jacket, a pullover, a trouser, a scarf, 
a hat and matching shoes. Thanks to 
the velcro on the shirt and rubber band 
on the trousers, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84613AA
20
HEA-FO
0.056
1.992
0.0095
0.23
95030029

4003336846133
2x28x34
34x31x53,5
31x24x1
10720
21200
24460

250



 Beautiful Deluxe Dress doll clothing set, 
consisting of a cute jacket, trousers, 
dress and shoes made of jeans, as 
well as matching shirt and cap. With 
this modern set, various combinations 
are possible. Therefore you are well 
prepared for several occations. Suitable 
for dolls from 42-46cm. Delivered in a 
polybag. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84618AA
50
FOLIE
0.056
1.987
0.00262
0.144
95030029

4003336846188
2x25x18
43,8x34,9x36,8
23,5x24x1
24000
51000
61150

251



 Beautiful Deluxe Dress doll clothing set, 
consisting of a cute dress and trousers, 
matching shoes and headband, as well 
as  trousers with pockets and matching 
cap. With these outfits you are well 
prepared for several occations. . Suitable 
for dolls from 42-46cm. Delivered in a 
polybag. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84619AA
50
FOLIE
0.047
1.649
0.00262
0.144
95030029

4003336846195
2x25x18
35x23x58
32,5x26x1
33200
69050
78800

252



 This fabulous doll outfit includes four 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of dungarees, pullover, cap and dress. 
In addition the outfit has a wonderful 
motive on its dungarees and dress. With 
velcro on the trousers, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84619AG
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336409819
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
23,5x24x1
22900
47700
55060

253



 This fabulous doll outfit set consists of 
six pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix comes 
along with a sleeping bag with sleeves, a 
trouser, a shirt, a hat, a bib and a cuddle 
blanket. The accessories and the clothes 
are colour-coordinated. With the velcro 
fastening, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
these doll clothes your favourite doll 
will not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
16-18 inch.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84619AH
50
FOLIE
0.076
2.679
0.00332
0.18
95030029

4003336414271
27x19x3
22,5x53,5x63
0x0x0
20400
41750
47250

254



 Beautiful Deluxe Dress - doll's winter set, 
consisting of a hoodie, striped trousers, 
scarf and matching cap. Every doll will 
feel comfortable with this modern outfit. 
Suitable for dolls up to 46cm. Delivered 
with hanger in a polybag.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84664AA
20
HEA-FO
0.027
0.938
0.004
0.1
95030029

4003336846645
2x28x34
34,5x27x28,5
2x25x25
22720
47680
54700

255



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84675AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846751
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
31x24x1
22900
47700
55060

256



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of dungarees, pullover and cap. In 
addition the outfit has a wonderful 
motive on its dungarees. With velcro on 
trousers and pullover, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84676AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846768
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
23,5x24x1
22900
47700
55060

257



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of dungarees, pullover and cap. In 
addition the outfit has a wonderful 
motive on its dungarees. With velcro on 
trousers and pullover, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84677AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846775
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
26x18x1
22900
47700
55060

258



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84678AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846782
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
26x18x1
22900
47700
55060

259



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84679AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846799
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
26x18x1
22900
47700
55060

260



 This fabulous doll outfit includes two 
pieces and is designed with lovely details. 
The beautiful colour mix consists of 
romper and cap. In addition the outfit has 
a wonderful motive on its romper. With 
velcro on the romper, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84680AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846805
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
26x18x1
22900
47700
55060

261



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a ski suit, a scarf and a cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
ski suit. With velcro on the ski suit, it is 
even for small children’s hands easy to 
dress up their doll. With this doll clothes 
your favourite doll will not only get an 
individual look, but furthermore the 
dexterity is practiced through play. Doll 
clothes for dolls from 40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84681AA
20
HEA-FO
0.037
1.314
0.00705
0.165
95030029

4003336846812
2x28,5x34
40x30x31
31x24x1
15260
32200
36800

262



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a dress, a jacket and a hair-band. In 
addition the outfit has a wonderful motive 
on its dress. With velcro on the dress, it 
is even for small children’s hands easy 
to dress up their doll. With this doll 
clothes your favourite doll will not only 
get an individual look, but furthermore 
the dexterity is practiced through play. 
Doll clothes for dolls from 40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84682AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846829
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
31x24x1
22900
47700
55060

263



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of dungarees, pullover and cap. In 
addition the outfit has a wonderful 
motive on its dungarees. With velcro on 
trousers and pullover, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84683AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846836
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
31x24x1
22900
47700
55060

264



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84684AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846843
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
31x24x1
22900
47700
55060

265



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84686AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846867
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
31x24x1
22900
47700
55060

266



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of dress, trousers and cap. In addition the 
outfit has a wonderful motive on its dress. 
With velcro on the dress and elastic 
band on the trousers, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll clothes your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84687AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846874
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
31x24x1
22900
47700
55060

267



 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84688AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846881
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
31x24x1
22900
47700
55060
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of a dress, a jacket and a cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
dress. With velcro on the dress, it is 
even for small children’s hands easy to 
dress up their doll. With this doll clothes 
your favourite doll will not only get an 
individual look, but furthermore the 
dexterity is practiced through play. Doll 
clothes for dolls from 40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84689AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846898
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
31x24x1
22900
47700
55060
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 This fabulous doll outfit includes three 
pieces and is designed with lovely 
details. The beautiful colour mix consists 
of trousers, pullover and cap. In addition 
the outfit has a wonderful motive on its 
top. With velcro and elastic band on the 
trousers, it is even for small children’s 
hands easy to dress up their doll. With 
this doll clothes your favourite doll will 
not only get an individual look, but 
furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll clothes for dolls from 
40 to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84690AA
20
HEA-FO
0.026
0.932
0.00538
0.125
95030029

4003336846904
2x28,5x35
40x30x22
31x24x1
22900
47700
55060
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 This fabulous doll dress is designed 
with lovely details. The beautiful colour 
mix of the dress with its sequins and the 
skirt with its colourful layers is perfect to 
dress the doll as princess or fairy.  With 
velcro on the dress, it is even for small 
children’s hands easy to dress up their 
doll. With this doll cloth your favourite 
doll will not only get an individual look, 
but furthermore the dexterity is practiced 
through play. Doll cloth for dolls from 40 
to 46 cm. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

84691AA
20
HEA-FO
0.028
0.975
0.0045
0.11
95030029

4003336846911
2x28,5x35
40x30x23
31x24x1
22260
46280
52520
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 This four-piece diaper set is the ideal 
accessory for the little ones for great 
role plays. The diapers are assorted by 
color and suitable for dolls up to 46 cm. 
Thanks to the velcro fastener the diaper 
can be opened quickly and adjusted to 
the doll’s size. With the changing of the 
diapers children's dexterity is practiced 
in a playful way. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

73098AA
20
SB
0.02
0.707
0.004
0.095
95030029

4003336730982
10x5x18
28x22x32,5
13,5x0,5x16
29400
60480
71660
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 If you want to feel like a "real" mum, you 
definately have to have diapers. With 
these doll diapers the doll mum learns 
how to take care and change her baby 
doll. 3 diapers are included. Suitable for 
dolls from 36 to 46 cm.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

73099AA
20
HEADER
0.02
0.712
0.00448
0.09
95030029

4003336730999
10,5x6x19
31x26x25
11x10x1
30760
61560
69020
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 With these winter boots, the dolls feet 
won't get cold anymore. The pink boots 
are decorated with sweet pompons, 
bows and cuddly fur. Therefore they are 
perfect for cold days. Suitable for baby 
dolls of about 42 cm like First Words 
Baby, My Piccolina Interactive, Piccolina 
Love. Delivered in a beautiful showbox.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

73101AA
20
SB
0.035
1.248
0.01518
0.305
95030029

4003336731019
10x12x10
64x23x24
8x4,5x8,5
17820
33600
40900
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 Solid doll's shopping cart with swiveling 
double wheels for a good feeling when 
you do your shopping. Furthermore, 
the shopping cart has a fold-out seat, 
in which your little darling can sit 
comfortably during the shopping tour. In 
the cart is enough space for all groceries 
you might buy.  With this shopping cart, 
you will have much fun! Due it's stability 
this cart is a long-lasting companion. In 
the set, a diversity of toy food boxes (e. 
g. sugar, milk, cocoa) are included. So, a 
varied gaming fun is guaranteed.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

75000AA
1
KTWB
0.018
0.622
0.85
1.3
95030099

4003336750003
31x16x35,5
31x16x35,5
41x30x60
1738
3612
4171
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 Solid doll's shopping cart with swiveling 
double wheels for a good feeling when 
you do your shopping. Furthermore, 
the shopping cart has a fold-out seat, 
in which your little darling can sit 
comfortably during the shopping tour. In 
the cart is enough space for all groceries 
you might buy.  With this shopping cart, 
you will have much fun! Due it's stability 
this cart is a long-lasting companion.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

75001AA
1
KTWB
0.018
0.622
0.85
1.3
95030099

4003336750010
31x16x35,5
31x16x35,5
41x30x60
1738
3612
4171
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 The solid shopping cart for kids is the 
perfect accessory for playing shopping. 
It has four double wheels for easy 
driving. Furthermore, the shopping cart 
has a fold-out seat, in which your little 
darling can sit comfortably during the 
shopping tour. In the cart is enough 
space for all groceries you might buy.   
Due it's stability this cart is a long-lasting 
companion. In the set, a diversity of  toy 
food boxes (e. g. sugar, milk, cocoa) are 
included.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

75002AA
1
KTWB
0.018
0.622
1.3
2
95030099

4003336750027
31x16x35,5
31x16x35,5
41x30x60
1738
3612
4171
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 Solid doll's shopping cart with swiveling 
double wheels for a good feeling when 
you do your shopping. Furthermore, 
the shopping cart has a fold-out seat, 
in which your little darling can sit 
comfortably during the shopping tour. In 
the cart is enough space for all groceries 
you might buy.  With this shopping cart, 
you will have much fun! Due it's stability 
this cart is a long-lasting companion.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

75002AB
1
KTWB
0.018
0.622
0.85
1.3
95030099

4003336002539
31x16x35,5
31x16x35,5
41x30x60
1738
3612
4171
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 The solid shopping cart for kids is the 
perfect accessory for playing shopping. 
The basket can be used either separately 
or together with the shopping cart for 
shopping. The large doll seat is ideal for 
always having your favourite doll or soft 
toy with you. In addition to the basket, 
the shopping cart offers further storage 
space thanks to its storage option 
underneath the basket. The set includes 
various play food boxes (e.g. sugar, milk, 
cocoa). This way, the children can buy 
different goods and keep rearranging 
their shopping list. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

75003AA
1
KTWB
0.018
0.622
0.85
1.3
95030099

31x16x35,5
31x16x35,5
0x0x0
1738
3612
4171
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 This pacifier set includes 3 pieces in 
different trendy colours. It is the perfect 
accessory for first role plays with the doll. 
The doll can be easily comfort. 
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Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

79104AA
20
HEADER
0.011
0.402
0.002
0.055
95030029

4003336791044
13,5x2x16
28,9x21,3x18,5
5x5x1,5
54560
112640
124820
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 This lovely vanity case set has everything 
a young hair stylist needs to create 
her perfect look. It comes along with a 
pretend hair dryer with function like noise 
and air and further hair accessories 
like curlers, clips, comb or brush. For 
even more fun a mirror and beautiful 
designed plastic bottles for perfume, nail 
varnish, foundation as well as a pretend 
lipstick and a lip gloss are included. The 
beauty case set inspires the children to 
be creative and offers many role play 
possibilities.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

79130AB
5
HEADER
0.041
1.443
0.16
0.92
95030029

4003336413038
28x10x26
57,5x29x24,5
28x10x26
3820
7680
8635
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 The Magic Bottle is very essential for 
every doll mum. With this bottle the doll 
can be fed like a real baby. As if by magic 
the bottles get empty and full again. 
Delivered in a display box of 20 bottles.

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

79201AA
120
DISPLAY
0.046
1.616
0.00047
0.06083
95030029

4003336792010
18,5x13,5x23,5
40x26x44
3,5x3,5x12
78600
163800
186360
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 This Magic Bottle is an absolute essential 
if you want to feel like a real mum/dad. 
With this bottle dolls can be fed like a real 
baby and as if by magic the bottle gets 
empty when feeding the little darling and 
will be automatically refilled afterwards. 

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

79201AC
24
HEADER
0.012
0.407
0.00234
0.06667
95030029

4003336403572
9x3,5x18,5
31,5x17x21,5
12,5x3,5x3,5
67416
136488
147720

284



 These two magic bottles are an absolute 
essential if you want to feel like a real 
mum/dad. With these bottles dolls can 
be fed like a real baby and as if by magic 
the bottle gets empty when feeding the 
little darling and will be automatically 
refilled afterwards.   

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

79201AE
24
HEADER
0.032
1.14
0.00486
0.14167
95030029

4003336403602
13,5x3,5x23
44,5x29x25
12,5x3,5x3,5
22464
46080
54888
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 This modern doll bicycle helmet is 
suitable for dolls from 38 cm up to 46 
cm. The adjustable chin straps can 
be adjusted to the doll's size. The 
outdoor helmet should not be missed 
for imaginative role plays as a bicycle, 
skater or scooter helmet. It is suitable for 
hair dolls as well as for baby dolls such 
as Charlene Interactive, Piccolina Love, 
Piccolina Interactive or First Words 
Baby. The bicycle helmet is also a great 
accessory for doll bicycle seats.  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

79603AA
12
SB
0.023
0.81
0.00972
0.14167
95030029

4003336796032
14x9,5x11,5
47x16x30,5
13,6x10,5x8,5
16248
33744
38088
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 With this modern high chair with crown 
design, every little doll feels like a real 
princess. The high chair can keep 
dolls up to 46cm safe and give them a 
perfect overview. With the integrated 
dining tray the doll can be fed easily and 
comfortably. This high chair is a must-
have for every doll's mum/dad!  

www.bayer-design.com

Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

50101AA
3
KTWB
0.038
1.354
0.9
2.86667
95030099

4003336501018
33,5x6,5x52,5
52,5x20x36,5
31,5x22x52,5
2484
4716
5559
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 This modern doll's bed sweetly designed 
is an absolute highlight. The soft pillow 
and blanket complete the doll's bed. 
In this beautiful bed dolls up to 46cm 
can dream very sweetly. Delivery in a 
beautiful showbox.
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Item no.: EAN:
PU: PU in cm:

Packaging: SB in cm:
PU cbm: Item in cm:

PU cft: 20f Cont. pc.:
PU net Kg: 40f Cont. pc.:

PU gross Kg: 40fHQ Cont.:
Tariff no.:

54201AA
6
KTWB
0.058
2.048
0.475
2.96667
95030099

4003336542011
55x4,5x35
57x27,5x37
50x33x26
3024
6192
7218
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www.youtube.com/bayerdesign

www.facebook.com/bayerspielwaren

www.instagram.com/bayerdesign

www.www.bayer-designbayer-design.com.com

Bayer Design
Fritz Bayer GmbH & Co. KG
Neuenseer Str. 57
D-96247 Michelau
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 95 71 - 97 98 0
Fax: +49 (0) 95 71 - 97 98 99
service@bayer-net.com
www.bayer-design.com

Showroom Hong Kong
Suite 611, Tower 1, Silvercord, 30 Canton Road,
Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 - 2375 2603
Fax: +852 - 2317 1969
ulba@ulba.com

Für Vertretungen kontaktieren Sie uns bitte.
For representatives, please contact us.

Kommanditgesellschaft: Firma Bayer Design Fritz Bayer GmbH & Co. KG,
Sitz in 96247 Michelau, Amtsgericht Coburg Handelsregister HRA 1690,
Persönlich Haftender Gesellschafter: Bayer Verwaltungs GmbH,
Sitz in 96247 Michelau, Amtsgericht Coburg Handelsregister HRB 3991,
Geschäftsführer: Gilbert Bayer


